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The interpretation of tipi ring sites has been a long-standing problem 
for archaeologists working on the Northern Plains. This is due in part, 
to the lack of traditional archaeological data that would permit the 
dating of specific rings or components within these sites. As a result 
archaeologists have a tendency to treat large sites as if they repre­
sent single occupations rather than multiple occupations. This paper 
will use ethnographical and archaeological information in an attempt 
to define clusters of rings within five large tipi ring sites. Each 
cluster may represent a single occupation. An analysis of the spatial 
patterns of these clusters permits the testing of three hypotheses 
derived from the ethnographic information. 
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I. Introduction 
Statement of the Problem 
Tipi rings! Sometimes one might think that they are the curse of 
the northern plains archaeologist. They have been located all over the 
northern plains (Adams 1978, Brasser 1982, Calder 1979, Donnaar 1976, 
Flayharty and Morris 1974, Frison 1967, Good and Hauff 1978, Gragson 1982 
Hoffman 1953, Husted 1969, Kehoe 1958, 1960, Keyser 1979, Larson 1981, 
Malouf 1950, 1960, 1961, Moomaw 1960, Mulloy 1960, Munday 1978, Quigg 
1978, 1979, Ranere et al 1969, Roll 1978, Wilson et al 1981 and many 
others) and they have been investigated archaeologically at least since 
the early 1950s. Still, relatively little is known about them. Ethno­
graphic investigations, historical analyses, and archaeological excav­
ations are numerous but there still remains much to be learned. There 
seems to be a general consensus that most rings are in fact tipi rings, 
(Mulloy 1960, Malouf 1960, Kehoe 1960, Davis et al 1982) but regarding 
the temporal and cultural associations of rings within any particular 
site, for example, there is much we do not understand. This state of 
affairs largely results from a lack of traditional kinds of archaeolog­
ical data; i.e., pottery, lithics, faunal material, charcoal, storage 
pits and post molds, etc. Until recently, many archaeologists felt 
their time was better spent working on more productive sites, sites 
that yielded larger amounts of archaeological remains allowing for better 
site interpretation. Within the last decade, even within the last five 
years, there has been a noticeable increase in interest among archae­
ologists in tipi ring sites. Sites are being excavated and reported 
1 
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every year (Aaberg 1975, Adams 1978, Brasser 1982, Calder 1979, 
Carmichael and Loendorf 1976, Davis et al 1982, Davis 1980, Dormaar 
1976, Finnigan 1981, 1982, Flayharty and Morris 1974, Good and Hauff 
1978, Good 1981, Gragson 1982, Keyser 1979, Larsen 1981, Morris 1981, 
Munday 1980, Quigg 1978, 1979a, 1979b, Roll 1978, 1981, Wilson et al 
1981) with a corresponding increase in rigor and detail in the analysis. 
This is a welcome change in northern plains archaeology which has much 
to offer towards an understanding of prehistory yet demands considerable 
time and effort in the immediate future before it will yield significant 
results. 
One problem with current research is relating the archaeological 
data, tipi rings, back to the original cultural/behavioral events that 
resulted in their construction. 
In this paper I intend to analyze the internal spatial patterns of 
five tipi ring sites in an attempt to break large ring sites into smaller 
clusters that potentially represent single occupation eyents within each 
site. As part of this I will attempt to identify important yariafiles 
from the original cultural behaviors surrounding the tipi that relate 
tp the observed spatial patterns within tipi ring sites. 
Site Descriptions 
The five sites chosen were picked because of the ready availability 
of the kinds of site data necessary for this analysis. Data on all five 
sites included accurate site maps with individual rings located and 
numbered and diameters recorded for each ring. Also included were any 
temporal information recovered from the sites and descriptions of all 
3 
recovered artifacts. Three of the sites, 24CB807, 24CB820, 24CB904, 
are from south central Montana, and were reported by Carmichael and 
Loendorf in 1974 in Archaeological Work in the Path of Phase V of the 
Bighorn Canyon Transpark Road (Carmichael and Loendorf 1976). The sites 
are located at elevations between 4000 feet and 4500 feet in the Drylands 
Vegetation zone (Loendorf 1971: 128, 1973: 34-36) between the Pryor 
Mountains and the Bighorn River (Fig. 1.1). This area is in Carbon 
County, Montana just north of the Wyoming state line. According to 
Loendorf (1971, 1973) the drylands zone is an area five to six miles 
away from the lower slopes of the Pryor Mountains and consists of large 
expanses of open country. Mean annual precipitation in this zone is 
under 10 inches. The soils are poor and the flora is dominated by salt-
brush and sagebrush with cactus and various grasses mixed in. Fauna 
includes antelope, prairie dogs, cottontail rabbits and jackrabbits. 
Site 24CB87, the Barry's Sign Site, is located on a long, low 
northwesterly trending ridge (Jig. 1-2). The ridge is, southwest and 
parallel to the North Fork of Trail Creek, Most of the rings were con­
centrated along the ridge (Carmichael and Loendorf 1976: 5-9, Loendorf 
1971: 19-20). On site vegetation consists of short prairie grasses and 
heavy juniper thickets. Chipped stone debris was numerous with 39 
pieces collected (Carmichael and Loendorf, Table IV) along with 18 arti­
facts. The artifacts included three admittedly poor projectile points. 
They are possibly late middle prehistoric, Pelican Lake points. Artifacts 
also included six bifaces, one retouched flake, five end scrapers, and 
three scrapers. There was evidence for relic collecting at the site. 
123 E 
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Figure 1.1 Location of Bighorn Canyon sites. From 
(Carmichael and Loendorf 1976:3) 
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Figure 1.2 Map of the Barry's Sign Site: 24CB807. From 
(Carmichael and Loendorf 1976) 
The site consists of 151 tipi rings and two rock cairns. Four of 
the rings were in such poor condition that no data was collected, so 
only 147 rings will be used in the analysis. Four of the rings were 
tested with five by ten feet excavation units. No cultural material 
or living floors were identified. 
Water was reported abundant in the nearby North Fork of Trail Creek 
as was wood for fuel (Carmichael and Loendorf 1976: 8). This site is 
located along the Bad Pass Trail which was a prehistoric and historic 
i  
Indian trail and trade route. The trail connected the Bighorn Basin 
area of Wyoming with the lower Bighorn Canyon/Yellowstone River country 
of Montana (Loendorf 1971: 111-112). Deep travois ruts and many rock 
cairns mark the trail and many prehistoric sites lie along the trail. 
They include: tipi rings, rock shelters, quarry areas, rock alignments, 
rock cairns, and vision quests. 
Site 24CB82Q, the Lockhart Ring Site, is approximately a mile and 
a half north of 24CB807 on the gentle, grass coyered slopes on either 
side of the Dryhead road CCarmichael and Loendorf 1976: 23-27) (Fig. 1.3). 
The site consists of 40 tipi rings and three cairns. One of the rings 
was far too jumbled to be measured so only 39 rings are used in this 
analysis. The two cairns in the south central portion of the site 
(cairns #1 and #2 on the map, Fig. 1.3) are three feet six inches and 
two feet eight inches in diameter and may also be associated with the 
Bad Pass Trail. The third cairn, in the southeast part of the site, 
is four feet four inches in diameter and has been disturbed in the 
center. It may be a miner's claim marker (Carmichael and Loendorf 
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Figure 1.3 Lockhart Ring Site: 24CB820. From 
(Carmichael and Loendorf 1976) 
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Figure 1.4 Map of the Deadman Creek Tipi Ring Site: 24CB904. 
From (Carmichael and Loendorf 1976) 
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1976: 23). 
Two rings, Numbers 1 and 20 were tested with ten bv ten feet units 
excavated to a depth of four inches. Both rines contained a central 
rock pile, and these were included within the excavation units. No 
cultural material or evidence for living floors were found in the units 
nor was charcoal, fire cracked rock or other evidence to show that these 
rock piles were the remains of fire hearths (Carmichael and Loendorf 
1976: 27). 
Surface collection recovered 32 pieces of lithic debris and five 
artifacts. Artifact types included five pointed fragments, two bifaces, 
and one end scraper. No diagnostics were reported (Carmichael and 
Loendorf 1976 :23). Neither Loendorf C1971) nor Carmichael and Loendorf 
(1976) mention availability of water, but it appears from the sites 
location map (Carmichael and Loendorf 1976: 3) that the nearest water 
is Davis Creek three-quarters of a mile north of the site. 
Site 24CB904, the Deadman Creek Tipi. Ring Site, is located on both 
sides of Deadman Creek approximately four and a half miles north of the 
Lockhart site. The rings are placed on flat terraces that parallel the 
creek OFig. 1.4). Most of the site is covered with sagebrush and short 
prairie grasses with large cottonwoods growing along the stream bottoms 
(Carmichael and Loendorf 1976: 42-46). The site consists of 93 tipi 
rings, ten cairns, and two rock alignments. The cairns are inter­
spersed among the rings and are three and one half to four feet in dia­
meter. Carmichael and Loendorf suggested they may have served as stock 
piles for ring rocks (1976: 95). The rock alignments are located 300 
10 
to a thousand feet east of the rings proper. 
Eight rings were tested with- five by ten feet excavation units to 
depths of six to eight inches. Five of the grids included central 
rock piles. No cultural material, charcoal, fire-cracked rocks or 
living floors were identified in these excavations. A total of 1,099 
pieces of debitage and 42 artifacts were removed from the surface of 
the site. Material types were mostly chert, with basalt, agate, obsid­
ian, porcellanite, jasper, quartzite, and serpeiitine present. The art­
ifacts included six projectile points and point fragments possibly of 
a late middle prehistoric period, fifteen bifaces, two end scrapers, 
eight scrapers, one scraper-graver, two hammerstones, and eight retouched 
flakes. 
Loendorf (1971: 122-146, 1973) has suggested a pattern of seasonal 
transhumance is represented in the archaeological data for the Bighorn 
Canyon/Pryor Mountain area. He suggests that this pattern was prac­
ticed from the Middle Prehistoric Period up to the introduction of the 
horse (ca. 4000 B.C. to 1700 A.D.) (Loendorf 1971: 146). According to 
this pattern prehistoric peoples spent the winter living in rockshelters 
and permanent wood structures at lower elevations along the Bighorn 
River. With the arrival of spring they moved into temporary, moveable 
shelters such as tipis and began to exploit the resources at successively 
higher elevations, following the movement of game and the seasonal 
ripening of various food plants. By summer they were camped at high 
elevations in the Pryor Mountains where they quaryed local materials, 
made new tipi poles, and hunted and collected. By August or September 
II 
the people started to move towards lower elevations and their eventual 
return to the rockshelters along the Bighorn River. Although Loendorf 
does not specifically state it, it appears that he considers most of the 
tipi ring sites as associated with spring and fall occupations in this 
seasonal movement between the river and the mountains. This would cer­
tainly seem to apply to the three sites used in this analysis. These 
three sites are located at lower elevations midway between the Bighorn 
River and the Pryor Mountains. However, they may be more strongly 
associated with movement north and south along the Bad Pass Trail. 
After I had conducted preliminary analysis on the intrasite spatial 
distribution on these three sites, I added two additional tipi ring sites 
to the analysis to see if the identified patterns were duplicated at 
other sites. Site EdOp-1 is located in southeastern Alberta and was 
reported by James Finnigan (Finnigan 1982). The second site is 24BW675, 
the Pilgrim Site, was extensively researched and reported by Davis, et al 
(1982) . Both of theae sites were more thoroughly analyzed than the 
initial three sites. 
The Pilgrim Site consists of 71 rings and one cairn located along 
either side of an intermittent stream within the Limestone Hills (Davis 
et al 1980, 1982) of central Montana (Fig. 1.5). The Limestone Hills 
are ruesed country forming the eastern foothills of the Elkhorn Mountains. 
They directly border the Townsend Basin and the Missouri River. The area 
is semiarid with an average annual rainfall of about 11 inches. The 
area, however, is well watered with 27 springs identified within the 
Limestone Hills (Davis et al 1980: 22-23). 
Location of the Pilgrim Site (24BW675) in 
the Limestone Hills. From (Davis et al 
1980:6). 
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The site is located at an elevation of 4,950 feet within a small 
valley or basin approximately one half mile wide (Fig. 1.6). The area 
is bounded by large ridges to the west and east with an intermittent 
stream draining to the south. There is a spring at the north end of 
the site near ring number 73, but the water seeps into the ground some 
50 meters south (Davis, et al 1982: 19-22). The site is approximately 
5 miles west of the Missouri River. 
The general area in which the site is located is characterized by 
abundant plant and animal resources. Faunal remains identified at the 
site include bison, deer, and pronghorn, and other species are known to 
have grazed the Limestone Hills in early times if not at the present. 
Edible plants are also abundant with 45 species identified from the site 
area as having some economic value (Davis, et al 1982: 42). Of these, 
Bitterroot and Wild Parsley were considered the two most economically 
important plants available at the site. Davis sampled how many of 
these two plants were immediately available and suggested that native 
peoples could have harvested 7 metric tons of Bitterroot and over 1.5 
metric tons of Wild Parsley from the site alone (Davis, et al 1982: 
44-45). 
Excavation of 39 of the 71 rings (51%) yielded a variety of archae­
ological material including chipped stone artifacts and debitage, faunal 
material, an antler knapper, two possible boiling pits, and three fire 
hearths with charcoal or evidence of burning and nine hearths with fire-
cracked rock but no charcoal. The artifacts included 22 projectile 
points, 15 bifaces, 37 retouched flakes, 2 end scrapers, 4 cobble side 
\ THE PILGRIM SITE (24BW675) 
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scrapers, 1 chopper, 8 cores, and 1,623 pieces of debitage. Twenty 
lithic material types are represented including obsidian, basalt, various 
quartzites, cherts, and a siltstone. 
The 22 points allowed eight of the rings to be dated typologically 
into three phases: Pelican Lake (Late Middle Prehistoric Period, 1400 
B.C. to A.D. 400), Avonlea (Early Late Prehistoric Period, A.D. 1000 to 
1100), and Old Women's (Late Late Prehistoric Period, A.D. 1000 to 
1800) (Davis, et al 1982: 47-56). Carbon-14 dates from charcoal sam­
ples permitted two more rings to be dated, one to Pelican Lake and the 
other to Avonlea Phase (.1982: 133-134). Obsidian hydration rates were 
attempted but were inconclusive and were not used. However, an analysis 
of the "elemental compositional diversity11 (Davis, et al 1982: 144) of 
the obsidian was useful in assigning cultural affiliations of twelve 
rings. The presence of an argillic horizon at the site allowed eleven 
rings to be assigned to the Late Middle Prehistoric-Pelican Lake Phase. 
Thus, 34 of the excavated rings were assigned to one of the three cul­
tural periods identified at the site. Only five rings ŵ ere not assigned 
tq a time period. 
The authors concluded (Davis, et al 1982: 188) that the Pilgrim 
site was seasonally occupied over a period of 3,000 years by people 
harvesting the local plant resources. In particular, they were occupy­
ing the site during the late spring or early summer in order to make 
use of the abundance of Bitterroot and Wild Parsley. Using the inform­
ation on cultural affiliations the authors attempted to identify occu­
pation clusters within the Pilgrim site with limited success. I will 
16 
discuss this more thoroughly later in the paper when I use this inform­
ation in my own analysis,. 
The final site to be considered in this paper is EdOp-1, the British 
Block Cairn site. This site is located in southwestern Alberta "along 
the west edge of a post-glacial stream known as the Moss Depression" 
(Finnigan 1982: 64) (Tig- 1.7). The site is situated on the crest of a 
hummock locally known as the Lookout. This hummock is approximately 10 
feet above the prairie to the south and west but over 300 feet above the 
floor of the Moss Depression to the east. The South Saskatchewan River 
is about 7 miles to the south and east. The hummock is apparently the 
remains of a glacial moraine and many rocks are exposed on the surface. 
This is in contrast with the level prairie to the south where the number 
of rocks on the surface drops off markedly. The area experiences a warm, 
dry climate with annual precipitation ranging between 6 inches and 12 
inches and temperatures averaging 8.78°F in January and 59.7aF in June 
(Finnigan 1982: 69). On site yegetation is classed as "Mixed Prairie" 
and consists of grasses, cacti, and shrubs. The site lies within the 
historic ranges of bison, antelope, deer, and elk. The nearest water 
source is probably a spring less than a mile to the southwest. Another 
possible source is Dishpan Lake a mile and a half southeast (Finnigan 
1982: 73-75). 
The site consists of an interesting conglomeration of cultural fea­
tures (Fig. 1.8). Besides the 51 tipi rings, it includes 3 other stone 
circles less than 3 meters in diameter, 2 possible effigies, 8 cairns, 
and one medicine wheel. The cairns are all less than 1 meter in height. 
EdOp-1 
CFB SUFFIELD 
Figure 1.7 Location of site EdOp-1 in the Alberta area. 
From (Finniqan 1982:65). 
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Figure 1.8 Map of tipi ring site EdOp-1. From 
(Finningan 1982:67). 
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One of the effigies is a hximan form located inside the medicine wheel. 
The second effigy appears to be a close grouping of three rings with 
interconnecting lines and may be a shield-bearing warrior (Finnigan 1982: 
76-83) . 
Research at the site included mapping and measuring all the rings 
and weighing the ring stones in 24 (47%) . Eleven of the rings were test 
excavated to depths of 10 to 20 cm. (Finnigan 1982: 86-89, 213). These 
test excavations recovered 64.8 cm. of undifferentiated, poorly preserved 
faunal material, probably from large ungulates (1982: 213) and two pot­
sherds - one rim and one body sherd. The excavations also located three 
possible fire hearths and one possible burned stake (1982: 213-215, 250-
251). (}uite a bit of lithic material was recovered from the site 
(Finnigan 1982: 215-249) of the following material types: cherts, 
chalcedony, obsidian, petrified wood, limestone, basalt, quartzite, and 
quartz. The artifacts included seven projectile points, four end scrap­
ers, 48 retouched fl&kes., 35 pebble cores, 16 cpbble cores, four cpre 
too Is./choppers, 75 pieces of fire-burned rock, and 1616 pieces of debî  
tage. The points represented Duncan, Hanna, McKean, Samantha, and Timber 
Ridge phase material. These are generally Middle Prehistoric and Late 
Prehistoric period points (Adams 1976: 16-18). Except for the one Tim­
ber Ridge point they all came from the same ring, number 24. 
Finnigan used a visual inspection of the site map to identify ten 
clusters representing ten separate encampments (1982: 111-113). Using 
several lines of evidence, radiocarbon dates, point typologies, pottery, 
soil analysis, and ring depths, he then assigned eight of the clusters 
to either Late Prehistoric or Middle Prehistoric period occupations. 
Two clusters were unassigned (1982: 271). By comparing the seasonal 
changes in the prevailing wind directions, Finnigan was able to identify 
probable months of occupation for all of the clusters. All were apparent­
ly occupied between May and October. The summer months of June, July, 
and August were suggested for six of the ten clusters and a summer 
occupation suggested for tfte site in general (Finnigan 1982: 145-146). 
In this paper I will use data from these five tipi ring sites to 
investigate in-site spatial patterns. By identifying probable occupation 
units at these sites and by comparing th.e distribution patterns within 
these clusters I hope to 1) establish their validity, and 2) identify 
cultural/behavioral factors that caused these patterns. I assume that 
members of a band or social group would more often than not pitch their 
lodges in close proximity to each other and that there should also be a 
greater uniformity within a group than between two or more groups. If 
this is true, rings in spatial proximity should consistently demonstrate 
jnaore similarity of identifiable features with. each, other than with, rings 
more distant. Towards this end, the next chapter will review the eth­
nographic literature about tipis and the total tipi complex in aborig­
inal culture. Chapter III will review previous archaeological work on 
tipi ring sites and what has been learned. This information will be 
related back to tipi rings and tipi ring sites. The final two chapters 
will be an analysis of data from the five sites described above. 
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Figure 1.9 Composite map showing location of all five ring sites. 
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II. The Tipi in Ethnohistory 
Introduction 
Before looking at specific sites and the data, I think it is import­
ant to discuss tipis as they are reported ethnographically, to put them 
in a behavioral-cultural context. In this chapter I will address several 
topics, not the least important of which. is the "simple11 matter of the 
reality of tipi rings. The concept of ftipi rings' often assumes that 
stone circles are the products of behavior similiar to that associated 
with historically known peoples. That is, it implies that these stone 
circles are here because the aboriginal inhabitants of the Northern 
Plains used rocks in conjunction with their lodgings. A review of the 
ethnohlstorical literature will demonstrate the validity of this basic 
assumption and provide a base line for any analysis. Like any artifact, 
tipi rings are significant for what they can reveal about the culture of 
their makers/users. Tipi rings are the concrete evidence for where 
tipis stood, and it is tipis which, should be the focus of any analysis. 
By looking at tipis and how they were used we can learn about camp 
structure, daily activities, migration patterns, and seasonal rounds. 
All these might be reflected in where tipi ring sites are located and 
how these sites are structured. Th.e ethnohlstorical literature will be 
used to tell what is already known from contemporary observations, as 
an interpretative tool, and as a source of testable hypothesis. 
The Tipi Ring 
My first problem was to check the validity of the tipi ring concept. 
From the start of archaeological interest there has been disagreement 
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about the nature of these stone circles. Some students think they are 
tipi rings, that is, arrangements of rocks used to hold down lodge 
covers, while others contend that they were of some ceremonial origin. 
Hoffman (1953: 2) listed four hypothesis for the origin of tipi rings. 
They are 1) remains of occupational sites, not necessarily tipis, 
2) used for ceremonial or religious purposes such as vision quests, 3) 
used for gaming purposes, 4) a compromise theory where some were cere­
monial and some were occupational. He concluded that the origin of 
tipi rings is "highly conjectural." Other students who expressed opin­
ions on the subject were Mulloy (1960) and Malouf (1960) . Without, at 
this time, going into his reasoning, it seems to me that Mulloy believed 
that stone circles had a ceremonial function and were "erected as shrines, 
dance areas, or for some more obscure purpose" (1960: 2). Malouf con­
cluded that the evidence clearly favored a domestic origin for the rings, 
although he cautions that some may have a different origin (1960: 5). 
A recent article by Keyser (1979) demonstrates both tip! rings and 
ceremonial stone circles. 
In the late 1950s, Thomas Kehoe made a study of tipi rings on the 
Blackfeet Reservation (Kehoe 1958, 1960); he included historical and 
ethnological evidence. Kehoe cited many explorers, travelers, and 
Indian agents in the area who reported the use of Stones to hold down 
lodge covers. Sources ranged from Maximillian in 1833 for the Blackfeet, 
J.N. Nicollet in 1838 in Minnesota, Sir Cecil Denny, agent to the Blood 
Reserve in 1881-1882, to Harlan I. Smith, a surveyor in Wyoming in 1907 
who observed the Blackfeet still using rocks to hold down lodge covers. 
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Kehoe also included references to the practice by Henry Hind for the 
Plains Cree in 1857-1858, Washington Matthews for the Dakota in 1866, 
and John McLean in 1880 for the groups north of the Canadian line. 
Specifically referring to the Blackfeet, Kehoe cited John R. Barrow, 
Willard Schultz, and George Bird Grinnell; all of whom visited the tribe 
between 1880 and 1890. Kehoe cited Walter McClintock on the occurence 
of stone tipi weights in Blackfeet mythology. He also included a 
photograph from the Museum of the Plains Indians taken in this period 
which shows their use (1958: 861-862, 424-428). 
Kehoe also interviewed several elderly Blackfeet, and they all 
stated that they or their elders had used stones to hold down lodge 
covers (1960: 429-432). Several, such as Adam White Man, were able to 
identify owners of specific rings. One Blackfeet, Bull Head, was pro­
tecting a ring left by his father. Two of Kehoefs informants, Little 
Light ̂ nd Mrs. Duck Chief, related how they used stones to hold down 
the lpdge covers* but when whites, introduced the metal axe they were 
able to make pegs and these eventually replaced stones (1960: 435) , 
Thus, at the 1956 Blackfeet encampment Kehoe reports that older Indians 
used stones but younger ones used pegs to hold down their lodge covers 
(1960: 469). Wissler (1910: 108) also found that the Blackfeet used 
stones to holid down their lodge covers whenever needed but especially 
in the winter. 
Campbell (1915: 693) also found stones used at tipi weights among 
the Cheyenne. They were replaced by pegs with the introduction of the 
steel axe. Grinnell (1923; 51) corroborates this statement and adds 
that stones were used in the winter. Lowie's (1922: 224) informant, 
Bear Crane reported that the Crow Indians used stones as tipi weights, 
hut another informant said they were only used in winter. 
Although not all stone circles are necessarily tipi rings (Kehoe 
1960, Hoffman 1953, Malouf 1961), there is enough evidence in the 
ethnographic and historical literature to believe that a good many are. 
Ethnographic and historical literature also says something about tipi 
and camplife which is useful for understanding tipi ring sites. This 
information is not necessarily for an analysis of these sites, but it 
provides some interpretive models and gives a little flesh and blood to 
the people who used them and left them for our 'benefit'. I think it 
is particularly important to know how tipis were constructed and used 
and know something about the structure of camps, to know if there really 
were 11 camp circles" or if they were actually "camp randoms". 
Tipi Construction 
A tipi is basically a conical dwelling constructed of long poles 
supporting, in the days of the buffalo, a hide cover or, in recent times, 
a piece of canvas. The exact method of construction and size varied 
from tribe to tribe and probably throughout time. The Indians of the 
Northern Plains, excluding the village Indians of the Missouri River, 
were nomadic, moving continuously in search of buffalo. The tipi had 
to provide both for mobility and shelter. 
Prior to the introduction of the horse to the Indians of the 
Northern Plains, during what Ewers (1952: 8) calls the "dog days", the 
size of the tipi was limited by the strength of the average dog. Ewers 
(1958: 10) suggests that a strong dog could carry about 75 pounds on a 
travels, roughly equivalent to a six to eight skin cover. A larger tipi 
could be carried if the cover were made as two or more pieces. However, 
the number and size of lodgepoles would increase concomitantly. There 
would seem to be a natural tendency towards small tipis in these cir­
cumstances. 
There are several good ethnographic descriptions of tipis as ob­
served in historic times by Campbell (1915, 1927), Lowie (1922, 1935), 
Wissler (1910), Grinnell (1923), and Ewers (1958). Although different 
tribes constructed their tipis differently, tipis come in two basic 
types, three pole or four pole systems. The Crow, for instance, started 
construction by lashing together a four pole foundation, which was then 
erected and additional poles laid against them to create the framework 
for the cone (Campbell 1927: 88). The Cheyenne, on the other hand, 
started with three poles lashed together forming the support for add­
itional poles (Campbell 1915). In both cases, the majority 0f the poles 
were placed in the front notch permitting a tighter fit for the cover at 
the notch (Laubin and Laubin 1957: 17). After the framework was erected, 
the last.pole, to which the cover was attached, was setup and the cover 
unrolled around the frame. Each pole was then pulled away from the cen­
ter of the tipi and the end was embedded in the soil. In this way the 
skin was pulled tight and the tipi anchored (Campbell 1915, 1927). 
When erected, tipis did not form perfect cones but were steeper at the 
back causing the smoke hole to be at the front of the cone, not the 
apex. This arrangement allowed the flaps on either side of the smoke 
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hole to overlap and close it during a rain or snow storm (Campbell 
1927: 88). Since the door generally faced east, downwind, the back would 
face west (Wissler 1910: 104; Campbell 1915: 693). The steeper backside 
of the tipi would better withstand the prevailing westerlies. Four 
pole tipis were less tilted than three pole tipis and had a more cir­
cular floor plan (Campbell 1927: 90). Three pole tipis were sturdier 
than four pole tipis and rarely required guy lines while the latter 
almost always did (Laubin and Laubin 1957: 17). 
The size and number of lodgepoles used also varied from tribe to 
tribe. The actual number was not directly related to the size of the 
tipi, which was determined by the number of skins (Wissler 1910: 104). 
Host reports suggest that there were approximately 20 poles per tipi. 
Kehoe (I960: 461) quotes Lieutenant Bradley, from Fort Benton, who said 
the Blackfeet had eight to twelve poles per tipi with large lodges 
having eighteen to twenty. Ewers (1958: 92) suggested nineteen poles 
for a Blackfeet tipi. Campbell (1927: 90) indicates the maximum number 
for a Croŵ  tipi was 22 poles, but averaged 20• Lodgepoles were pointed 
at the bottom end for securing in the ground and were three to five 
inches; in diameter (Campbell 1927: 90). The Crow used exceptionally 
long lodgepoles, thirty to forty feet long, which towered far above the 
tipi itself (Campbell 1927: 90). The Blackfeet used lodgepoles eigh­
teen to twenty-two feet long and weighing less than 20 pounds each 
(Ewers 1958: 92). Lodgepole pine, western yellowpine, red cedar, and 
tamarack were all used for poles hut white cedar was especially prized 
for its strength and light weight (Laubin and Laubin 1957: 20). 
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The number of buffalo skins used, and the size of the lodgecovers 
also appears highly variable. Leiatenant Bradley (Kehoe 1960: 461) re­
ported that six to twelve skins were used by the Blackfeet, but that 
occasionally a lodge would require eighteen to twenty skins. A six-skin 
lodgecover would make a lodgecover ten feet (3.1 m.) in diameter housing 
six people. A twelve skin lodgecover would make a tipi fifteen feet 
(4.6 m.) in diameter and hold eight or nine people. Ewers suggest six 
to twenty hides for a lodgeskin that would weight 100 pounds (1958: 92). 
Wissler (1910: 199-103), also referring to the Blackfeet, reports twelve 
to fourteen skins in a lodgecover. The four tipis he measured ranged in 
size from 13 feet 10 inches to 18 feet 7 inches (4.3 to 5.9 m.) in dia­
meter. Laubin and Laubin (1957: 20) report the radius of the cover is 
roughly equal to the tipi's floor diameter and that the poles must be 
several feet longer than the cover radius. Finally, Kehoe (1960: 434) 
believes that pre-horse tipis were made from six to ten skins while post-
horse tipis were eighteen to twenty skins. He suggests that widows1, 
elderly persons*, and childrens* play tents would be smaller (1960: 436). 
Crow Indians mourning the death of a relative often "slept in very small 
tents without any decoration" (Lowiejl935: 187). These tents are prob­
ably tipis. Doors did not necessarily start at ground level but might 
start as high as eighteen inches above ground (Wissler 1910: 104). 
Inside the tipi a lining was suspended from the poles at about 
head height (Laubin and Laubin 1957: 48). The lining served several 
important functions such as keeping out drafts from under the lodgecover 
and minimizing dampness by channelling rain trickling down the poles 
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away from the living area. The lining was probably also held down with 
stones around the bottom (Kehoe I960: 465). Buffalo robes were spread 
insd.de the tipi and a small fire might be built in the center (Laubin and 
Laubin 1957: 84). The fire was probably built on the surface where it 
would reflect more heat. For a long stay at a camp the fire might be 
built in a shallow pit or U-shaped rock hearth to prevent the spread of 
ash (Laubin and Laubin 1957: 84). Host activity, including cooking, 
evidently took place outside the tipi; the Indians moving inside to 
eat, chat, or sleep (Kehoe 1958: 871, 1960: 432). 
Camp Structure and Location 
The literature is unclear as to the usual camp layout (location of 
fire hearths, distribution of tipis, etc.). It is obvious that fire-
hearths would be located outside the tipis but whether in front, back 
or where it is not clear. Kehoe attended the 1956 Blackfeet encampment 
and made observations on the camp's layout hut he is unclear about the 
location of firehearths 0960; 4781. He gives data for hearths located 
inside 22 of the tipisr but not about any firehearths outside. I found no 
mention of firehearths or cooking. 
Kehoe observed the kinds of artifacts remaining after the encamp­
ment. Charcoal and ash predominated with some food parts, a few pieces 
of metal and glass, and some cloth (1969: 470). He did not specify what 
kind of metal or glass, but it is very unlikely that prehistoric people 
would have had any to leave behind, although perhaps stone equivalents 
would be left behind.. The rest was either organic and subject to de­
composition or was charcoal/ash and likely to blow away in the high 
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winds that characterize the Plains. From this information it is not 
surprising that finding few artifacts in tipi ring sites is the norm, 
and not the exception. 
References to camp circles and camp layout are somewhat more abun­
dant but no more revealing. Kehoe (1960: 433} questioned his Blackfeet 
informants on the matter and reports "they all agreed that their people 
used a camp circle, but usually split into smaller hunting groups in 
the fall," One of his informants is quoted as saying: 
Yes, I heard that they used the camp circle but they 
usually did not travel in large groups. They were in 
search of food and that is why you find those places 
with rock rings-sometimes one, only two, and then 
sometimes five in one spot. They were small groups of 
people in search of food. (1960: 433) 
This would leave me to believe that the Blackfeet used camD circles 
only when they were in large groups. Eowever, Annie Looking Calf is 
quoted to the effect that they had a large camp circle in the summer 
and in the winter each hand had a small circle. Further, the hand would 
breakup in winter after they had enough meat but she gaye no indication 
that these smaller groups used a camp circle* Oscar Lewis (2942: 54) 
believed that the use of camp circles was a recent development among the 
Blackfeet. He reports that Anthony Henday visited a Blackfeet camp in 
1754 and describes 200 lodges set in two parallel lines. Eight years 
later Maximillian found the Blackfeet keeping their horses in a corral 
within their camp circle. Lewis suggests this change reflects changing 
warfare patterns following the introduction of the horse. This agrees 
with Ewers (1958: 93) who writes that the chief selected the campsite 
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and the rest of the band pitched their lodges around his in an uneven 
cluster. They did not scatter out because of the danger of an enemy 
attack. 
The Dakota apparently only used a strictly circular arrangement 
only for the annual Sun Dance camp. During the rest of the year camp 
was an informal arrangement of lodges with the location of each tipi 
determined by family relationship and geography, but I have no specifics 
as to how such determinations were made (Hassrick 1964: 153). Lowie 
(1922: 222) reported only that the camp circle was not regularly em­
ployed but there was a definite arrangement by clans. He provided no 
details. Fraser (1968: 20-21) implied a similar situation among the 
Cheyenne. 
According to these sources, we can expect a camp circle at the 
annual summer gatherings and probably at other large tribal gatherings. 
For the rest of the year, when the Plains tribes broke into smaller 
groups, hands and extended families, there is little indication of what 
pattern, if any, was used when setting-up camp. I think we have to 
assume that usually there was no consistent camp layout among all the 
tribes or within any one tribe. Other than tipis usually facing east, 
because of prevailing winds, the layout of any particular camp might be 
dependent on the idiosyncracies of the group and local topography. 
Camp locations varied with the season. Winter camps were commonly 
located in river bottoms and thick timber where they were more protected 
from the wind (Kehoe 1958: 863, 1960: 433; Grinnell 1923: 51; Wissler 
1910: 115). In the spring camp was moved to higher ground away from the 
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streams because of spring flooding. In the late winter and early spring 
it was possible to camp almost anywhere and still be near water since 
either remaining snow or melt-off standing in hollows would be available 
©rinnell 1923: 51). Summer camps were often on high ground/where move­
ment of buffalo and enemies could be observed (Kehoe 1960: 433). In­
cident ly, high wind would require weights to hold the tipi down. How­
ever, camp location might also be determined by circumstances and not 
just geography as when a band camped away from buffalo jumps, springs 
and other water sources to prevent scaring away game (Malouf 1961: 385). 
When aboriginal peoples moved between water courses they might be re­
quired to make dry camps. Among the Mandan and Hidatsa it was common 
practice to camp on hilltops and crests when moving between the Knife 
River and the Missouri. They timed their journey to arrive atop the 
Missouri River bluffs in the evening and camped there overnight. The 
next morning they would drop down to the river (Malouf 1961: 385). 
Sometimes, groups would he forced by had weather to camp on a hillcrest 
in a blizzard since the wind would keep the snow from drifting around 
the ti£is Qtalouf 1961: 385). The result of all this movement, archae-
ologically, is that tipi rings can be expected just about anywhere and 
we should not be surprised to find rings in seemingly unlikely places. 
Factors Affecting Tipi Size 
Kehoe (1958, 1960), Lewis (1942) and others have suggested that 
the tipi was smaller before the coming of Europeans and the horse. 
Lowie (1935: 87) and Kehoe (1958: 867; 1960: 462) agreed that tipis in­
creased in size from six to ten buffalo skins to over twelve, averaging 
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fifteen to twenty skins. The "major cause for this change would seem 
to be the introduction of the horse into Plains culture about 1750. 
According to Ewers (1958: 94) one horse can pack 200 pounds on its 
back or haul 300 pounds on a travois. This compares with 75 pounds for 
the average dog or about four times as much (Ewers 1958: 10). Besides 
the heavier load, that same horse can travel about twice as far, or 
about ten to fifteen miles. Thus the horse is about eight times more 
efficient for hauling than a dog. The arrival of the horse permitted 
and encouraged larger tipis. To quote Grinnell (1923: 226): 
The size of the Cheyenne lodge was usually determined 
by the number of horses possessed by the lodge owner; 
i.e., by the owner' s wealth.. If a man had but few horses, 
his lodge was small; if he had many, it was large. There 
was a reason for this: Two horses were needed to drag 
the poles of a big lodge, and one to carry the lodge 
itself - three horses therefore, for the transportation 
of the lodge alone, to say nothing of other property 
and the members of the family. 
Kehoe (1958: 867, 1960: 462) went further and postulated that the 
horse, being greatly valued, caused an increase in intertribal raiding. 
This resulted in an increase in the mortality rate among males and thus 
an imbalance in the sex ratio. But a good horse also allowed one man 
to support more people than he could without the horse. These two 
factors, in conjunction with the increased value of wives to process 
hides for trading to white traders, encouraged the practice of poly­
gyny. In this situation large tipis were not only possible but per­
haps even necessary to shelter a man and his several wives and children. 
This suggestion implies that after about A.D. 1750 tipis, and hence 
tipi rings, became significantly larger, 12 to 15 skins or more as com­
pared with 6 to 8 skins Before. Tipi rings should go from about 10 
feet (about 3 m.) to 14 feet (4.3 m.) in diameter. 
One other hypothesis has been proposed for tipi rings, their size, 
and distribution at a site. Roll C1978: 92) has suggested that tipi 
size may be affected by the marriage practices within a particular 
group. As he says, in sedentary societies that practice sororal poly­
gyny the family group will probably occupy one dwelling. Families in 
societies that practice non-sororal polygyny are likely to occupy sev­
eral dwellings, one for each wife, clustered around the family head. 
This residence pattern may or may not apply to the aboriginal inhabi­
tants of the Plains, and at least three groups, the Blackfeet, Cheyenne, 
and Dakota, preferred sororal polygyny (Ewers 1958: 99-100; Hoebel 
I960: 28; Spencer, Jennings et al 1965: 361). However, this does not 
preclude non-sororal polygyny among these or other peoples. Non-sororal 
polygyny might well encourage many small tipis clustered together 
rather than one large tip! with eyeryone liying there. This would re­
sult in several small tipi rings clustered together as units and not 
fewer large tipi rings. Lowie (1935: 55) provides some support, for 
he relates the case of Young Crane, a young Crow women married to a 
chief. Young Crane was the youngest of this man's four wives. Two of 
these women were kin to Young Crane and the three lived in one lodge 
while the fourth wife occupied yet another. I do not know if the 
husband lived in the same lodge as the fourth wife or if he lived in 
yet another lodge. Lowie specifically states that "this arrangement 
was not imperative" and that unrelated wives sometimes shared the same 
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lodge. A wealthy man, with 50 or 100 horses might have two or three 
lodges for himself,his 5 or 6 wives, and 28 or 30 children. A poor 
man, with few or no horses, might have only one small tipi made from 6 
or 7 hides, not 18 to 20 hides (Ewers 1958: 95). 
Factors Affecting Camp Structure arid Location 
The annual cycle among the nomadic peoples of the Northern Plains 
appears to have been one of seasonal movements reflecting the seasonal 
changes in resource exploitation (Ewers 1955, 1958. Loendorf 1973, Davis 
1982. Hassrick 1964. Bonnichsen and Baldwin 1978). Ewer's Blackfeet 
material is a good summary and I use it here as a typical example 
(19.55: 88-91, 1958: 123-129). In late October or early November the 
chiefs of the various Blackfeet bands selected the winter campsites. 
Each wintered separately in a wide valley bottom protected from the 
winter winds and where there was abundant wood and water. Generally, 
a band would remain in one locality throughout the winter. It would 
only mQye if food became scarce or if they had exhausted the wild 
grass used to feed the horses. The males still hunted as weather 
and game permitted but most food came from supplies stored-up during 
the fall bison hunts. 
Sometime in March or April with the first signs of spring the 
buffalo started to leave the sheltered valleys and move out onto the 
prairies. When this happened the bands would break their long winter 
camps and move onto the open prairies after the buffalo. The people 
would also collect roots and any other available food stuffs. It was 
a welcome shift from the dried foods of winter. 
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In June the bands would start to gather for the tribal hunts of 
the summer and the big gathering for the sun dance. This was the sea­
son for raiding parties against other tribes, the big bison drives, 
renewing lodge covers and replacing the poles, and visiting between 
bands. It all culminated with the sun dance encampment in August. At 
the sun dance encampment the tribe gathered in a large camp circle, 
as is shown in the movies, with each band clustering together in their 
assigned segment (Ewers 1958, Lowie 1935, Stands in Timber 1967, Grinnell 
1923). This was the big renewal with much feasting, gambling, and meet­
ings by the tribal council to discuss current tribal problems and re­
cognize new leaders. 
After the sun dance encampihent there might be a few more large, 
organized hunts but the various bands began to leave the tribal group 
and spread out across the plains. It was important for them to collect 
and dry as much meat and berries as possible before the winter weather 
set in. Buffalo hides were prime and it was gQpd t$ harvest as many as 
possible. By October the bands had begun to return to the river bottoms 
and to prepare their winter camps. 
Occupation time would be longest in the winter camps. In other 
camps the length of occupation varied according to the availability 
of various resources. Thus, if water was limited or game scarce in 
the local area the band might not stay long, just a day or two. How­
ever, if there was enough water so they could make do, and roots and 
berries were abundant, they might stay quite a bit longer, a week or 
so. 
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During periods of movement or at temporary camps the Cheyenne 
would not unpack all their household goods, but at permanent camps the 
lodges were made as comfortable as possible. Everything was unpacked 
and stored in its proper place (Grinnell 1923: 241-244) . Not only did 
the Cheyenne unpack everything but after the lodge was set up the 
women would clear away all the grass, sagebrush, and roots in sight 
and lower the fldnor two to three inches. They did leave a bench four 
to four and a half feet wide around the inside border of the lodge. 
On this bench the bed robes were spread out and equipment stored. This 
removal of the grass has interesting implications for the archaeologist, 
for when he trys to find a living floor it may not be sufficient to 
evacuate only down to the level at the bottom of the ring stores. 
Another several inches towards the center of the ring may be necessary. 
The literature suggests that a band would be about 20 lodges. 
Ewers (1958: 97) listed the Piegan as having 13 bands of 25 lodges each 
with 200 perspns in a band. This is eight persons to a lodge. He alsp 
showed the Blood and Northern Blackfeet as having bands of from 10 to 
36 lodges each and averaging 24 lodges. Bands were flexible entities 
with people grouping around whichever leader could provide the most. 
Part of what a leader provided was goods in the form of horses, blankets, 
food, and other goods and services. This offers the possibility of find­
ing small and medium size rings around a few larger rings. 
Wissler (1936: 6, 16-17) provided additional population figures for 
the Northern Plains. According to his figures there was an average of 
8 to 10 persons per lodge of which two or three were warriors. Further­
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more he suggested that each hand consisted of 75 to 100 in seven to 
ten lodges. Lowie (1935: xiv) gave no information about band size among 
the Crow but suggested 8 to 9 persons per lodge with two or three war­
riors . 
There are numerous problems involved when an archaeologist relates 
ethnographic data with the archaeological record, and I do not mean to 
imply that tipi ring sites are necessarily the result of behavior sim­
ilar to that which I have just described for historic groups. However, 
this information does suggest the kinds and range of behavior that may 
be reflected in the archaeological record from these sites. For example, 
the size of a tipi ring may result from a cotnbination of cultural factors 
that determined the size of the original tipi. We have seen that there 
is reason to believe that tipis increased in size after the introduction 
of the horse. There is also evidence that a wealthy man with many 
horses would have a lodge much larger than a poorer man in the same band. 
Marriage rules of sororal or non-sororal polygyny may have affected the 
nunfcer of tipis in a group as well as ring size. 
Site location and the distribution of rings within a site would al­
so be affected by some of the behavioaral/cultural factors discussed in 
this chapter. Some of the factors affecting size location would be: 1) 
the season or seasons the site was occupied, and 2) the availability of 
key resources (water, food, fuel). At least four behavioral factors 
could affect the internal distribution of rings at a site. They are: 
1) number of occupations at one site, 2) number and wealth of households 
in each occupation, 3) requirements for defense of the group, and 4) 
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the relationships between the members of each occupation, kinship 
relationship and other social relationships. 
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III. Review of Previous Archaeological 
Research on Tipi Rings 
Introduction 
Archaeological interest in tipi rings goes back to at least the 
early 1950s' (Hoffman 1953, Mulloy 1954), but only recently have archae­
ologists been making a concerted effort to understand these sites. As 
recently as 1960 (Mulloy 1960) there was doubt that these stone features 
were, in fact, 'tipi-rings.' Mulloy found numerous reasons to doubt 
that stone circles are tipi rings: 1) lack of hearths in many rings, 2) 
lack of hard-packed lining floors, 3) paucity of artifacts in many stone 
circle sites, 4) their placement in what he considered were exposed or 
undesireable locations, and 5) shapes that were not circular, were in­
complete or intersected by other circles. Based on his research, Mulloy 
pointed out that most sites yielded few if any artifacts, and students 
were rarely able to identify living floors or fire hearths. He also ex­
pressed hi.s ppiniQn that mc>3t of these sites are in windy, inhospitable 
areas with poor access to fuel and water, thus making them undesireable 
campsites. His experience indicated that many 'tipi-rings' are not cir­
cular, as one would expect, not always complete, and with stone circles 
often overlapping. Mulloy believed stone circles were of a ceremonial 
nature and that it was 'implausible' that the rocks were used to hold 
down a tipi cover (1960: 2). 
In a companion article, Malouf (1960: 3-4) argued against Mulloy 
and for the domestic origin for most stone circles. Based on his own 
experience, Malouf considered most tipi ring sites to be in good loc­
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ations for campsites, often on major routes and never very far from 
water and fuel. Malouf also felt that artifacts found in association 
with tipi rings—scrapers, knives, other domestic tools—are further 
evidence for their domestic origin. He did warn that not all stone cir­
cles are true tipi rings, an argument that he later elaborated (Malouf 
1961), but he concluded that most of these stone features are domestic 
structure remains and that they are temporally; late, probably dating to 
within the last 2000 years (Malouf 1961: 388). Keyser (1979: 133-143) 
recently investigated two Montana sites, 24TT1001 and 24TT1002, relative 
to this issue. Using environmental data, ring structure, and arti-
factual data, he identified one site as definite tipi rings and the 
other as a circular wall with some special function, perhaps ceremonial. 
Perhaps the single most important work on tipi rings is that by 
Kehoe (1960: see Chapter II) in which he dealt with tipi rings primarily 
from northern Montana and Alberta. He offered three perspectives on 
them; historical, ethnological, and archaeological# He argued convinc­
ingly for their domestic origin and refuted most of Mulloy's arguements. 
Kehoe*s ethnographcial and historical evidence was discussed in the pre­
vious chapter, but this data was combined with archaeological material 
specifically to refute Mulloyfs reasons for doubting their domestic ori­
gin (1960: 456-457). 
Kehoe maintained fire hearths are present iti many tipi rings, al­
though cooking was usually done outside. The lack of hearths may have 
resulted from ash having blown away by the high winds prevalent on the 
Plains (Kehoe 1960: 457) . He also suggested that the paucity of arti­
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facts and lack of hard-packed floors resulted from khort-term occupancy 
of camps by nomadic hunters. Recent ethnographic studies (Bindford 19 78, 
197 , Yellen 1977) also suggest that few materials remain at hunter-
gathered camps following short-term occupations, Kehoe observed no rings 
of an unusual or eccentric nature. As for their locations, he noted that 
the rings he found were located "in all topographic setting favorable 
for camping" (1960: 457). In general, Kehoe argued convincingly that 
tipi rings, are of domestic origin and that the variability observed in 
tipi rings is within the range suggested by historical and ethnographic 
evidence. I have already discussed Kehoe?s hypothesis for the temporal 
significance of the size of tipi rings. 
Ring Size and Age 
In recent years there have been numerous reports on tipi ring 
sites (Adams 19 78; Calder 1979; Dormaar 1976; Flayharty and Morris 1974; 
Frison 1967; Good and Hauff 1978; Quigg 1978, 1976b; Ranere et al 1969; 
RQII 1978; Schnieder and Treat n.d.)̂  but the author's conclusions are 
often tenative and questionable. In part, this is due to difficulty 
in identifying temporal differences between tipi rings, thus all of the 
rings at a site are treated as the result of a single occupation rather 
than multiple occupations. In fact, it is often more appropriate to 
assume repeated occupations. This is suggested in the analyses con­
ducted by Quigg (1978) of the Lazy Dog site and Good and Hauff (1978) 
of the Anderson site. Others have made only very simple attempts to 
identify temporal patterning within tipi ring sites (Ranere et al 1969; 
Roll 1978). Ranere et al (1969) used Kehoe?s (1960: 462) measurements 
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for the size of pre-horse and post-horse tipis to date the rings at the 
Monida Pass site. Roll (19 78: 92) suggested that a temporal difference 
in ring size should be reflected in a bimodel distribution in his sample 
of 61 sites from the Tiber Reservoir area of Montana. He indicated there 
migjit be no evidence to suggest change in ring size through time. How­
ever, as pointed out be Roll (1979: 93; 1981 93-94) and others (Munday 
et al 1980: 29) the presence of the horse may have permitted larger 
tipis but did not preclude the use of small tipis. A bimodel distrib­
ution in ring size is neither necessary nor to be expected. 
Calder (19 79) reported on two sites at Chin Coulee, Alberta, that 
he dated from recovered projectile points as having been occupied within 
the last 4,500 years. He found evidence that small rings, less than 
5.1m. in diameter, had been constructed within larger rings, greater 
than 5.7 m. in diameter, and that large rings were built over small rings. 
This may mean there is no temporal significance for the size of tipi 
rings;. Calder suggested that size differences might reflect other soc­
ial factors such as wealth, status, or family size (Calder 1979: 25-26). 
He identified the Chin Coulee sites as occupied in late winter/early 
spring because of the presence of fetal bison remains; and their exposed 
location on bluff tops make them unlikely winter camp sites. 
Dormaar (1976) attempted to use soil transformation under tipi ring 
rocks to establish relative dates for rings within one sitê  His method 
involved measuring the depth at which calcium carbonate first occured 
in the soil. The greater the depth, the older the ring. His technique 
has not been widely applied by other researchers. Both Adams (1978) 
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and Quigg (1978) tried to use sedimentation, or the depth t<& which rocks 
were buried, and the lichen cover on the rocks as temporal markers. They 
assumed that rocks in an older ring will be 1) more weathered and more 
lichen covered and 2) more deeply buried. Quigg (1978: 14, 32-33) com­
pared the mean depth of rocks below the surface for two tipi rings, one 
large and one small. He found that the rocks in the smaller ring were 
more deeply embedded and more lichen covered than the rocks in the larger 
rings. However, the material assemblage from the site did not vary 
horizontally or vertically , a fact which suggests that the rings were 
part of the same temporal occupation. Adams (1978) investigated these 
two variables and used Dormaar's soil transformations with inconclusive 
results. 
Ftfison (1967: 27) considered the Piney Creek tipi ring site, 
48J0311, to be associated with a nearby bison drive site, 48J0312. Its 
exposed location on a river terrace persuaded Frison that it was a sum­
mer encampment. Furthermpre, twg radiocarbon determinations of A.D. 
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1580- 100 and A.D. 1610- 100 date to pre-horse times. This data, along 
with the size range of the 20, mostly small rings—between 9 to 14 feet 
(3.0-4.3 m.) in diameter with one large at 18 feet in diameter—possibly 
adds credence to the suggestion by Kehoe (1960) and Ranere et al (1969) 
that rings less than 14 feet (4.3 m.) in diameter are temporally pre-
horse occurrences. 
Adams (1978: 109) summarized what had been learned about tipi rings 
during the first 20 years of research. The common characteristics in­
cluded exposed location, ring size between 2.7 and 8-5 m. in diameter, 
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lack of in-site patterning, rock size between 10-60 cm., and the assoc­
iation primarily of unifacial tools. Less common features include hearths, 
fire-broken rock, charcoal, some bone, projectile points, unifaces-,; 
bone tools, double rings, ground stone tools, and pit hearths. Several 
other features had a "small but consistent occurrence11 (Adams 1978: 109). 
These were: ceramics, rock-bordered hearth, doorway gaps, external 
hearths, and small rock piles. Some of these conclusions; e.g., his 
reference to in-site patterning, lack supportive confirmatory data. 
Tipi ring sites occur in all locations (Kehoe 1960: 457) but are 
most prevalent on bluff and ridge tops, with terraces next highest in 
frequency and river bottoms last (Kehoe 1960: 457; Adams 1978: 108; Roll 
1978: 88). Their apparent lower frequency in river bottoms may be the 
result of more destruction by farming and by flooding (Kehoe 1960: 442; 
Roll 19 78 : 89). 
Roll (1978) noted At least one other model that might account for 
variability in tipi-ring characteristics. He suggested that as a re­
sult of sex-ratio shifts in historic times, marriage patterns shifted 
from sororal to non-sororal polygyny; this may have resulted in a shift 
from single, large structures to clusters of smaller structures. This 
was discussed in depth in the previous chapter. Such a model would imply 
that tipi-ring size decreased and spatial patterning changed in later 
times. 
Site Homogeneity 
It has already been suggested that tipi ring sites commonly lack 
the artifacts and features traditionally important in archaeological 
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reports. This is probably because the temporary nature of most of these 
occupations resulted in little or no accumulation of cultural debris. 
Combine this with the sometimes harsh weather and high winds character-* 
is tic of the Northern Plains and slow sedimentation rates, and only the 
most resilient materials will survive. Good stratigraphy across a 
site may be non-existant and datable materials are rarely encountered. 
Thus inter-site as well as intra-site behavioral and temporal differences 
are difficult to identify using standard archaeological techniques. 
Those conditions made archaeologists reluctant to work with these sites 
and has led to the apparent assumption of site homogeneity. Potentially 
this leads to serious misperceptions about the behavioral significance 
of tipi ring sites. To assume that all of the rings in one site are 
essentially the same, spatially or temporally, risks blurring signifi­
cant differences or variations between rings at one site. It is diffi­
cult at best for one to make useful statements about behaviors at a site 
without first identifying the kinds and amounts of variables present •' 
within that site. Error is further compounded when statements are made 
about several sites when intersite as well as intrasite variability is 
not understood. 
Many site reports provide only minimal descriptive data, and that 
is usually only the average size of all rings at each site and their 
range as indicated by the maximum and minimum size found at the site 
(Flayharty and Morris 1974; Frison 1967; Kehoe 1958, 1960; Malouf 1960> 
1961; Mulloy 1960; Mulloy and Steege 1967; Adams 1976; Roll 1978). 
Most of these reports failed to investigate intrasite variability and 
assumed no temporal or spatial differences and do not provide the data to 
allow others to make intersite comparisons. Thus, students do not know 
if ring size is temporally significant, as suggested by Kehoe (1958, 1960 
and Ewers (1958) , or if size is behaviorally significant as suggested by 
Roll (1978) and Quigg (19 79a, 19 79b). It is even possible that different 
tipi rings within a single site have different spatial relationships to 
resources and other variables—food, shelter, water, etc. 
An example of the importance of conducting intrasite analysis is 
provided by the analysis in Good and Hauff (1978) as reanalyzed by 
Munday (1980: 25-29). At site 32ML111 Good and Hauff compared tipi ring 
diameters from two areas of the site which were separated by a coulee. 
Ring diameter was considered as a measure of numbers of people for each 
lodge, and a significant difference in ring size between the two areas 
might suggest that two different groups occuppied the site (1978: 99). A 
t-test comparison of mean tipi ring diameter between the two areas con­
firmed a significant statistical difference, 
An investigation by Munday (1980) of ring diameter spatial pattern­
ing at 32ML111 indicated sufficient within-area variability exists to 
suggest that the analysis by Good and Hauff grossly underestimated with-
in-site variability (1980: 26). Munday would divide Good and Hauff?s 
area B into two areas, one of larger rings and the other of smaller rings. 
A frequency distribution further showed that the two groups in area B 
are different from each other, but one is similar to area A and the other 
is not. Some internal variability in ring size was also indicated for 
area A. The preceding analysis clearly demonstrates the inappropriate-
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ness of using averages for data and the importance of investigating 
intrasite variability. The use of a mean can mask any variability and 
inaccurately describe a multimodel frequency (Munday 1980: 29). 
In his report, Finnigan (1982: 113-137) divided site Ed0p-1 into ten 
clusters which he considered as encampments. Finnigan compared these 
clusters by plotting the mean and range of each of the nine variables 
for each cluster (see Fig. 3.1 for an example). He then compared the 
spatially close clusters using a subjective scale where the value 2 was 
assigned clusters with no overlap, 1 to clusters where the range of 
one cluster lay to one side of the mean of the other, and a 0 where the 
ranges overlap (see Table 3.1). From this he concluded that all of the 
clusters differed in at least some of the characteristics from their 
spatially close clusters. He found that the mean inside diameter was 
the most discriminating variable (Finnigan 1982: 127-128). Unfortunately, 
because of the small sample sizes Finnigan made no attempt to derive a 
statistical level of significance for these observations. I used a t-
test, a fairly undemanding statistical test, to compare the means of the 
diameter for each cluster against the means of the other clusters and 
the mean for the site as a whole. As can be seen in Table 3.2 seven of 
the clusters are significantly different from the site at an alpha level 
less than 0.10. Furthermore, of the 45 possible pairs of clusters 29 
show a significant difference on this variable at this same alpha level. 
The reader will also note that every cluster is significantly different 
from at least one other cluster (Cluster #6 differs only with Cluster 
#8). Of the ten spatially close pairs identified by Finnigan (Table 3.2) 
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Figure 3.1: Finnigan's graph for range and mean inside diameter by clusters 
at site EdOp-1. from (Finnigan 1982:129) 
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seven show a significant difference using the t-test. 
Although there is a problem /with sample size in our accepting 
these figures at face value, they do suggest the amount of internal vari­
ability at this site, EdOp-1, and they tend to confirm the identification 
of these clusters as encampments and therefore representative of pos­
sible social groups. 
Davis et al (1982: 131-159, 172-173) also tried to identify occu­
pational events at the Pilgrim site by assigning34 of the 39 excavated 
rings to one of three cultural periods - Late Middle Prehistoric, Early 
Late Prehistoric, and Late Late Prehistoric. Using this information and 
spatial proximity Davis hypothesized "three populations of harvesters 
and user" (1982: 172). The Late Late Prehistoric Period was associated 
with a tight cluster of five rings, SCfs 24, 29, 61, 63, and 64. The 
third population also dated to Late Middle Period and was associated with 
23 circles on the western side of the site. Eleven of these rings have 
been excavated and Davis assumed that 80% or 18 of these rings made up 
one occupation. However, Davis realized that this large grouping might 
represent more than one occupation event, and the smaller groupings could 
be associated with other rings that are not spatially close (1982: 158). 
Davis also used the Pilgrim site to test the size-age relationship 
suggested by Lewis (1942) and Kehoe(1960). Davis et al (1982: 152-156) 
did find that the three radiocarbon dated rings generally conformed to 
the hypothesis in that they increased in diameter from 4.0 m. at 3500 
B.P. to 5.7 m. at 600 B.P. However, the 34 dated rings in general do not 
conform , and Davis rejected a simple size-age relationship. A review 
Table 3,2 T-test comparison of sample means at site EdOp-1. 
Column to Row 
Cluster #2 #3 #4 #5 
Cluster 
#6 #7 #8 #9 #10 Site 
1 -, 002 -.010 .184 .021 -.457 -.027 -.005 -0.0 -.146 -.006 
2 .573 .003 .002 .188 .002 -.035 -.168 .081 .005 
3 .032 .000 .305 .087 -.094 -.131 .311 .185 
4 .606 -.269 -.011 -.000 
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 1 -.662 -.004 
8 .081 .000 .006 
9 .021 .003 
10 -.643 
— 7 clusters significantly different than the site as a whole. 
— Every cluster 1s significantly different from at least one other cluster. 
— Out of the 45 pairs, 29 are significantly different at the .09 level. 
Ln 
N) 
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of dated rings from thoughout the Northern Pl&ins (p. 155, Fig. 76) by-
Davis also does not support an increase in ring size after the introduc­
tion of the horse. In fact, it suggests no change in size, either for 
larger or smaller dwellings throughout time, and also that rings have 
changed little in almost 4,000 years. 
To quickly sum up, it appears to this writer that current problems 
with tipi ring sites lie in four areas. I have listed them below in 
what X consider to be an increasing order of importance and difficulty. 
They are: 
1) Establishing temporal control of rings within individual sites, 
2) Identifying site functions and season of occupation, 
3) Identifying individual occupation units within tipi ring sites, 
4) Understanding and controlling for the cultural/behavioral factors 
affecting internal variability at tipi ring sites. 
None of these problem areas can be investigated independent of 
the others. Any progress in one area would contribute toward progress 
in the other three areas. 
Hypotheses to be Tested 
In this and the preceeding chapters I have discussed tipi rings 
from an ethnographic and an archaeological perspective. I can now sug­
gest three hypotheses which can be treated with actual data from the 
five tipi ring sites described earlier. 
1) Marriage and Residence Rules 
Roll (1978: 92) has suggested that marriage patterns might have 
affected residence patterns and thereby tipi size. In the case of sor-
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oral polygyny the entire family might well be coated under a single roof. 
Where non-sororal polygyny was the rule a man might locate his wives and 
their offspring in dwellings separate from his quarters* With sororal 
polygyny one large dwelling would be used, whereas in non-sororal poly­
gyny several smaller dwellings would be more likfely. 
With non-sororal polygyny it is reasonable to expect that the sev­
eral lodges of one family unit will be pitched round about each other. 
The lodges of the other family units within the band would be pitched in 
similar fashion with some sort of a general cluster. Where sororal poly­
gyny is the norm and family units are located in one large tipi there may 
be less tendency for lodges to be placed about each other and greater 
tendency to spread out. This hypothesis, then, suggests that ring size 
and their distribution within a site are functions of the marriage prac­
tices and residence rules that were practiced by the site's inhabitants. 
It predicts that large tipi rings will group in a generally linear 
pattern while small rings will group in a npn-linear pattern. 
2) Introduction of the Horse 
Many authors have discussed the theory put forward most prominently 
by Kehoe (1960) regarding the impact of the horse on the Plains Indian 
cultures. In general, the theory suggests that the introduction of the 
horse encouraged and permitted the use of larger tipis. At the same time 
an increase in warfare over horses caused an imbalance in the sex ratios 
with females predominating. Thus polygyny was encouraged, since the 
horses made it possible for one man to support several wives. The end 
result was larger tipis because they were a feasible answer to the need 
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to shelter larger family units. 
Information provided by Lewis (1942: 54) and Ewers (1958: 93) and 
discussed in Chapter II suggests that with the introduction of the horse 
camp layout changed from linear pattern to a clustered pattern. The 
change was caused by changing defensive requirements. According to this 
information, in pre-horse times camps were laid out in parallel lines 
to provide for defense against infantry attacks. In post-horse times 
camps were clustered to defend against attacks by mounted warriors and 
to provide a secure grazing area for horses within an encampment. 
According to this hypothesis ring size and their distribution within 
a site are the products of the presence or absence of the horse in ab­
original culture and related marriage patterns and requirements for de­
fense. The patterns predicted by these hypotheses are large rings 
grouped in non-linear clusters and small rings grouped in linear clust­
ers . 
3) Seasonal Differences 
It has been suggested (Roll 19 78: 92) that tipi size was reduced in 
the winter to conserve precious heat. Given the extremes in cold temp­
eratures experienced on the Plains this is a reasonable suggestion. It 
is also conceivable that prehistoric people might camp in tight clusters 
which would effectively break-up the cold winter winds and make for a 
pleasanter camp. From mid-spring to mid-fall heat conservation would 
not be a problem. Tipis could be larger with more room for the occu­
pants and they might even be coibler built this way. Also, band members 
might set their lodges further apart to provide more space for outdoor 
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activities and to allow cooling breezes through the encampment to bene­
fit all members equally . In this regard a linear arrangement of the 
lodges might be more effective than a clustered, non-linear arrangement. 
Accordingly, ring size and distribution within a site are a function of 
the season of occupation. The predicted patterns are large rings in 
linear clusters and small rings in non-linear clusters. 
In the next chapter I will analyze the data from the five sites 
and identify relevant patterns. The last chapter will compare the ob­
served patterns with the predicted patterns for the three hypotheses. 
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IV. Data and Methodology 
Introduction 
In this chapter I will analyze the data from the five sites de­
scribed in Chapter I. The analysis will start with the three Bighorn 
Canyon sites, the Barry's Sign site (24CB807), the Lockhart Ring site 
(24CB820), and the Deadman Creek site (24CB904). Then I will use the 
data from the Pilgrim site (24BW675) and the British Block Cairn site 
(EdOp-1) to check the validity of the conclusions derived from the 
first three sites. 
Two basic variables will be used at one point or another in this 
analysis. The primary variable, available at most sites, is ring area. 
2 The value for this variable is derived using the standard formulaTfr , 
r being the radius or one half the diameter • For the three Bighorn 
Canyon sites the English measurements for diameter provided in the orig­
inal report (Carmichael and Loendorf 1976) was converted to metric val­
ues using 25.4 mm, to the inch. An area in square meters was then cal­
culated using the formula. For the Pilgrim site and EdQp-1 the metric 
•k/alues were those already provided in the original reports (Davis et al 
1982: 119, Finnigan 1982: 108-109). At EdOp-l this was mean inside dia­
meter which I converted into area. The Pilgrim site data included in­
terior area for each excavated ring but not the data on unexcavated 
rings, thus the latter will not be used in this analysis. At both of 
these sites the area was based on the mean of the long axis and short 
axis. The report on the Bighorn Canyon sites did not specify whether 
they were inside diameter, outside diameter, or an average of long and 
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short axes. 
This variable is assumed to reflect the internal dimensions of the 
original tipi. This, in turn, is the result of some combination of cul­
tural factors such as the number of inhabitants, wealth, social standing, 
or other as yet unknown factors. 
The second variable to be used in this analysis is cluster shape. 
The objective is to identify clusters of rings within sites that may 
represent occupation events, and it will be useful at a later point in 
the analysis to define the overall shape of the cluster. Clusters were 
identified by drawing lines around those rings which' appear to be group­
ed closer to each other than to neighboring rings. Map scales prohib­
ited the use of less subjective groupings based on measurement of dist­
ance between rings. The variable cluster shape is an index between the 
length and width of each cluster. As such, a value of 1.0 indicates a 
cluster that is perfectly circular. A value larger than 1.0 indicates 
a cluster that is becoming mpre linear than circular. All clusters have 
a value that is 1.0 or larger. The value is found measuring the length 
of the longest axis across a cluster from outer tipi ring to outer tipi 
ring and dividing by the width of the cluster perpendicular to the long 
axis. 
The original values for ring diameter and area for each tipi ring 
is recorded in the appendix. The values for cluster shape are recorded 
in Tables 4.3 and 4.7. 
Data Description 
A plot of the frequency distributions for ring area at the five 
Table 4.1 Frequency distribution for the variable ring area at all five sites. 
Ring Area (m2) Barry's Sign Deadman Loekhart Pilgrim Site Ed0p-1 
1.5-7.9 10 ( 6.8%) 1 ( 2.0%) 
8.0-14.4 45 (30.6%) 10 (10.8%) 6 (15.4%) 8 (25.8%) 15 (30.6%) 
14.5-20.9 54 (36.7%) 22 (23.7%) 21 (53.8%) 11 (35.5%) 22 (44.9%) 
21.0-27.4 27 (18.4%) 21 (22.6%) 4 (10.3%) 7 (22.6%) 6 (12.2%) 
27.5-33.9 6 ( 4.1%) 23 (24.7%) 4 (10.3%) 5 (16.1%) 3 ( 6.1%) 
34.0-40.4 4 ( 2.7%) 10 (10.8%) 2 ( 5.1%) 2 ( 4.1%) 
40.5-46.9 4 ( 4.3%) 1 ( 2.7%) 
47.0-53.4 1 ( 1.1%) 1 ( 2.7%) 
53.5-59.9 1 ( 0.7%) 1 ( 1.1%) 
60.0-66.4 1 ( 1.1%) 
n 
X 
S. Deviation 
S. Error 
cv 
147 100.0% 
17.156 
7.957 
0.656 
46.30% 
93 100.0% 
26.044 
10.526 
1.091 
40.42% 
39 100.0% 
20.990 
8.627 
1.381 
41.10% 
31 100.0% 
19.571 
6.189 
1.112 
31.62% 
49 100.0% 
17.547 
7.170 
1.024 
40.86% 
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sites (Table 4.1) shows us several things. All of the 359 rings in-
2 eluded at these sites range from a very low area of 1.5 m to a rather 
2 
higjh value of 66.4 m . The rings at the Deadman Creek site average the 
2 largest at 26.04 m , and the Barry's Sign site is the smallest at 17.16 
2 m . The calculation of the coefficient of variation (cv) reveals that 
although the Barry's Sign site may have the lowest mean it also has the 
greatest internal variability at 46.4%. The Pilgrim site has the lowest 
variability in ring size at 31.62%. The distributions at all sites are 
unimodel and except for the Deadman Creek site they all peak in the class 
2 2 
interval from 14.5 m to 20.9 m . 
Given the amount of variability within these sites it is likely that 
they represent more than one occupation. If this is the case it should 
be possible to subdivide the sites into clusters of rings each represent­
ing an occupation by prehistoric peoples. Rings within a cluster should 
be spatially closer to each other than to rings not in the cluster. We 
can expect less variability in ring area within thps.e clusters . 
The Deadman Creek site is bisected by the Deadman Creek drainage. 
The rings on the northeast side of the creek (Area A) can be thought of 
as one occupation and those on the southwest side of the creek (Area B) 
can be thought of as a second occupation (Fig. 4.1). Similarily, at the 
Ldckhart site there is a large gap between the rings to the west (Area 
C) and the rings to the east (Area D) (Fig. 4.2). These can also be 
thought of as separate occupation areas. A quick comparison of the fre­
quency distribution of ring area in these clusters shows that in three 
of the four cases there was less variability in ring aize within these 
DEADMAN CHEEK TIPI RINGS : 24CB904 
Figure 4.1: The Deadman Creek site, 24CB904, with two major subareas outlined. <* 
from (Carmichael and Loendorf 1976:47) 
LOCKHART RING SITE: 24CB820 
Adapted from 
Trans Park Road Preconstruction Survey Map 
Figure 4.2: The Lockhart ring site, 24CB820, with two major subareas outlined, 
from (Carmichael and Loendorf 1976:28) 
ho 
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Table 4.2 Frequency distributions for ring area for 
subareas at the Deadman and Lockhart sites. 
Ring Area (m2) Subarea A Subarea B Subarea C Subarea D 
1.5-7.9 
8.0-14.4 3 ( 8.1%) 7 (12.5%) 6 (22.3%) 
14.5-20.9 4 (10.8%) 18 (32.1%) 1 (12.5%) 19 (70.4%) 
21.0-27.4 9 (24.3%) 12 (21.4%) 1 (12.5%) 2 ( 7.4%) 
1 
27.5-33.9 11 (29.7%) 12 (21.4%) 3 (37.5%) 
34.0-40.4 6 (16.2%) 4 ( 7.1%) 1 (12.5%) 
40.5-46.4 4 (10.8%) 1 (12.5%) 
47.0-53.4 1 ( 1.8%) 1 (12.5%) 
53.5-59.9 1 ( 1.8%) 
60.0-66.4 1 ( 1.8%) 
n 37 100.0% 56 100.0% 8 100.0% 27 100.0% 
X 28.278 24.568 32.525 16.759 
S. Deviation 8.997 11.259 10.016 3.265 
S. Error 1.479 1.505 3.541 0.628 
cv 31.82% 45.83% 30.79% 19.48% 
Results of T-test Comparison: 
Comparison T value Significance 
A with B 
C with D 
1.68 
7.19 
a = 0.096 with 91 d.f. 
a = 0.000 with 33 d.f. 
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clusters than was the case for the two sites in total. The Lockhart site 
has a CV value of 41.4% whereas the two subareas have values of 30.79% 
and 19.48% (Table 4.2). A the Deadman site Area B has a CV value of 
45.83% and Area A has a CV value of 31.82%. Area A is less than the 
40.42% for the site, but Area B has greater variability than the site. 
A t-test comparison of Attea A to Area B and Area C to Area D shows that 
at both sites these subareas are significantly different from each other. 
It can be seen that the means for Area C and Area A are larger 
than the means for Areas B and D. Furthermore, a visual inspection of 
the distribution of the rings at the sites will suggest that the rings 
in Areas A and C are distributed in a more linear fashion than the 
rings in Areas B and D. The rings in these two subareas can be consid­
ered as distributed in a non-linear, ovoid pattern. This information 
suggests that clusters containing rings will have a linear distribution. 
In the chapter on ethnohistory, it was suggested that a band would con­
sist of about 20 lodges. Ewers, (1958: 97) g&ve a range for the i 
Blackfeet between 10 and 36 lodges. Wissler (1936: 6, 16-17) suggests 
7 to 10 lodges per band. With this in mind, the Barry's Sign site of 
147 lodges can probably be subdivided into a number of smaller clusters. 
I have divided the site into 14 clusters ranging in size from 2 rings 
to 23 rings (Fig. 4.3). These clusters are labeled E through S. 
The clusters already defined at the Deadman Creek and Lockhart 
sites can be further subdivided to bring the number of rings per clus­
ter into closer agreement with probable band size and to reduce the 
distances between rings within any cluster. Nicely enough, the four 
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BARRY'S SIGN SITE: 24CB807 
O TIPI RING 
A ROCK CAIRN f 
?Z* POWER LINE |N 
—" DRYHEAD ROAD 
— - JEEP TRAIL 
Figure 4.3: The Barry's Sign site, 24CB807, with subareas outlined, 
from (Carmichael and Loendorf 1976:7) 
DEADMAN CREEK IIPI RINCS : 74CB904 
Figure 4.4: The Deadman Creek site, 24CB904, with subareas outlined, 
from (Carmichael and Loendorf 1976:47) 
ON 
ON 
LOCKHART RING SITE: 24C8820 
o TIPI RING 
A ROCK CAIRN 
-v: DRYHEAO ROAD 
POWER LINE 
100 200 
Adapted from 
Trans Park Road Reconstruction Survey Map 
28 29 
JU 
Figure 4.5: The Lockhart Ring site, 24CB820, with reduced subareas outlined. 
from (Carmichael and Loendorf 1976:25) 
Table 4.3 Data on each cluster at Bighorn Canyon sites. 
Cluster n Mean Median Shape C Shape 
Deadroan A1 26 28.57 29.30 5.38 1 
A2 6 28.42 22.90 4.00 1 
A3 5 26.60 22.30 2.35 1 
B1 34 28.26 26.90 4.66 1 
B2 18 17.51 16.43 2.06 
B3 3 26.00 22.80 3.58 1 
Lockhart CI 3 29.33 28.20 7.80 1 
C2 4 36.18 37.15 3.70 1 
C3 3 25.90 21.50 3.75 1 
D1 4 17.28 17.10 3.13 1 
D2 21 16.47 16.43 1.92 1 
D3 2 18.70 18.70 6.00 1 
Barry's E 7 26.72 26.30 1.80 1 
F 10 28.09 22.20 2.00 2 
G 14 17.53 18.64 2.66 2 
H 19 14.24 14.30 2.08 2 
J 20 16.88 16.50 1.43 2 
K 16 15.56 16.20 1.49 2 
L 16 15.08 14.40 1.20 2 
M 6 11.47 9.65 1.45 1 
N 7 10.38 11.40 2.20 1 
0 23 17.90 15.30 2.00 2 
P 2 21.10 21.10 4.33 1 
Q 6 20.00 19.40 3.32 1 
R 2 17.55 17.55 5.33 1 
S 3 11.30 15.30 9.00 1 
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areas, A through D, each divide into three smaller clusters . They have 
numbered 1 to 3 so that I now have clusters Al, A2, A3, Bl, B2, B3, 
through D3 (see Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5). Number of rings per cluster 
now ranges from 2 rings to 34 rings. At tihe three sites being discussed 
there have now been defined 26 clusters. Table 4.3 lists the mean, 
median, and size of each cluster. 
By assigning those clusters which appear to be linear a value of 1 
and those that appear to be non-linear a value of 2 it is possible to 
compare ring area by cluster shape. The expectation is that clusters 
defined as linear in shape will contain rings that are significantly 
larger than those clusters defined as non-linear. The test used is the 
Kruskal-Wallis One Way Analysis of Variance. This is a non-parametric 
test for the comparison of two or more means (Munday 1980: 44). Because 
the test transforms continuous data into ranked data, the effects of 
outliers and non-normality are reduced. The resulting H statistic is 
compared to a chi-square distribution for significance. The results of 
the analysis in this case (Table 4.4) shows significance at an alpha 
level of 0.00. That is, the rings in linear clusters are significantly 
larger than those in non-linear clusters. 
The Pilgrim site and EdOp-l can be added to the data base to see 
if this relationship holds at other sites. Using the information in 
Davis (1982) the site can be divided into at least three clusters as in 
Figure 4.6. Cluster T and Cluster U are probably Late Middle Period 
occupations while Cluster X is either Late Middle or Late Late Pre­
historic period occupation. These clusters have from 5 to 10 rings 
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Table 4,4 Results of a Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of 
variance at the Bighorn Canyon sites. 
Variable .n Mean 
Ring Area 276 20.598 
Cluster Shape 280 1.486 
Standard 
Deviation 
9.846 
0.501 
Minimum Maximum 
1.500 
1.000 
66.400 
2.000 
Cluster Shape: 1 2 
n: 140 136 
Mean Ranks: 166.40 109.78 
Corrected for Ties 
2 ? Cases x Significance x Significance 
276 34,714 0.000 34.726 0.000 
N 
THE PILGRIM SITE (24BW675) 
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Figure 4.6: The Pilgrim site, 24BW675, with subareas outlines 
from (Davis et al 1982:17) 
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Table 4,5 Frequency distribution for ring area for Pilgrim 
site subareas. 
Ring Area (m2) Subarea T Subarea U Subarea X 
1,5-7,9 
8.0-14.4 2 (18.2%) 2 (40.0%) 4 (28.6%) 
14.5-20.9 5 (45.5%) 3 (60.0%) 3 (21.4%) 
21.0-27.4 4 (36.4%) 2 (14.3%) 
27.5-33.9 5 (35.7%) 
34.0-40.4 
40.5-46.9 
47.0-53.4 
53.5-59.9 
60.0-66.4 
n 11 100.0% 5 100.0% 14 100.0% 
X 18.764 15.440 21.143 
S. Deviation 3.972 4.508 7.474 
S, Error 1.198 2.016 7.202 
cy 21,17% 29,19% 35.349% 
K E Y  
C aim 
o» 
Eff igy 
Stone Feature 
Wheel 
Est imated Contour L ine 
© ©  I ron Reference Pins 
Sea le 
Figure 4.7; Site EdOp-1 with subareas outlined, 
from (Finnigan 1982:67) 
U> 
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each (Table 4.5) with mean ring area between 15.44 m and 21.143 m . 
Site EdOp-l can be divided into seven clusters (Fig. 4.7). I 
have combined Finnigan's clusters 7, 8, and 9 (1982: 115) into one clus­
ter, Cluster FF. Finnigan identifies most of these clusters a# Late 
Prehistoric period occupations, although Cluster CC is probably Middle 
period and Cluster GG has no suggested occupation period. Datings of 
most of these occupation periods are based on soil analysis and ring 
depth. Only Cluster FF is based on radiocarbon dates and point typo­
logies. The seven clusters range in size from three to 26 rings each 
2 2 
and in mean ring area between 14.49 m and 26.93 m (Table 4.6). 
The variable cluster shape can be used as a non-subjective measure 
of the linearity or non-linearity of each cluster (Table 4.3 and 4.7). 
This can be plotted against both the mean ring area for each cluster and 
against the median ring area kt each cluster. The latter value will re­
duce the impact of extreme values thus reducing the affect of measure­
ment error oti the analysis. A rank̂ order test known as Kendall's tau 
can be used. Kifcikdall's tau is a measure of association using ranked 
data, and the resulting statistic gives the strength and direction of 
the relationship. Its distribution is the same as for a normal curve 
(Thomas 1976: 409)* The resulting values, listed in Table 4.8, show 
a strong positive relationship for cluster shape with both mean ring 
area and median ring area. In both cases the greater the ring area in a 
cluster, the increasing linearity of the cluster. The relationship of 
cluster shape with median ring area is a strong relationship. 
The values for each cluster can be plotted on a graph (Figs. 4.8 
Table 4.6 Frequency distribution for EdOp-1 subareas. 
Ring Area (m^) Area AA Area BB Area CC Area DD Area EE Area FF Area GG 
1,5-7,9 1 ( 3.8%) 
8,0-14.4 3 (42.9%) 1 (25.0%) 11 (42.3%) 
14,5-20.9 1 (33.3%) 2 (66,7%) 4 (57.1%) 3 (75.0%) 3 (75.0%) 7 (26.9%) 2 (100.0%; 
21.0-27.4 1 (33.3%) 5 (19.2%) 
27.5-33.9 1 (33.3%) 2 ( 7.7%) 
34,0-40.4 1 (33,3%) 1 (25.0%) 
40.5-46.9 
47.0-53,4 
53.5-59,9 
60.0-66,4 
n 3 100.0% 3 100.0% 7 100,0% 4 100.0% 4 100,0% 26 100.0% 2 100.0% 
X 26,933 22,100 14.486 22.100 14,700 16.588 16.400 
S, Deviation 8.667 6,315 5.321 8.502 4.722 7.050 2.687 
S, Error 5.004 3,646 2.011 4.251 2.361 1.383 1.900 -v Lr 
CM 32.18% 28.57% 36.73% 38.47% 32.12% 42.50% 16.38% 
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Table 4,7 Data on each cluster at the Pilgrim site and 
EdOp-1. 
Cluster n Mean Median Cluster Shape 
Pilgrim T 11 18.76 18.40 1.76 
U 5 15,49 15.20 2.45 
X 14 21.14 22.40 2.30 
EdOp-1 AA 3 26,93 26.30 2.44 
BB 3 22.10 19.50 1.00 
CC 7 14,49 18.20 3.29 
DD 4 22.10 18.35 3.14 
EE 4 14.70 15.55 2.04 
FF 26 16.59 14.55 1.13 
GG 2 16.40 16.40 4.00 
Mean Rinq Size, (meters) 
Figure 4.8 Cluster shape by Mean ring area. 
10.0-
1 0 -
8.0-
7.0-
6.0-
-C 
SOH 
* 6 4.OH 
3-0-
Z-0-
|.o-
(0.0 10.0 30.0 40.0 
Median Sat (meter?.) 
Figure 4.9 Cluster shape by Median ring area. 
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and 4.9) demonstrating this relationships Cluster S, from theuBarry's 
Sign site is an outlier that will have the affect of weakening the 
overall relationship. This cluster consists of three small rings in al­
most a straight line which accounts for the strong measure for linear­
ity. Cluster C2 from the Lockhart site is somewhat isolated in the 
other direction. It consists of four large rings, one measuring 50.9 
2 
m . The measurements in this cluster, however, are probably not as 
extreme as those for Cluster S and its overall impact is probably less. 
A regression analysis using the log value of cluster shape gives 
the values for Pearson's r listed in Table 4.8. This also shows a good 
level of statistical significance for cluster shape and ring area. What 
is interesting, is thati the level of significance dropped from the pre­
vious Kendall's tau value. This suggests that the relationship is al­
ready strongly linear, and the use of the log to correct for non-linear-
ity is not necessary. 
Early in this chapter I noted that the frequency distributions for 
2 2 
ring arê  peaked at interval 14.5 m to 20• 9 m at four of the five sites, 
The fifth site, Deadman Creek reached a level plateau at this interval 
and the next two larger intervals (Table 4.1). Furthermore, most of the 
clusters identified at these sites (Tables 4.2, 4.5, and 4.6) either 
peaked in this class interval, or most of the rings fall on one side or 
2 
the other. I suggest that rings with areas larger than 20.9 m be con­
sidered large rings and those that fell below be considered small rings. 
A frequency distribution for the values on cluster shape (Table 
4.9) indicates that they peak in the class interval 1.9 to 2.6. Clus-
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Table 4,8 Test using correlation coefficients: Cluster 
shape by mean and median, 
Kendall's Tau Rank Order Correlation Coefficient 
Tau Significance 
Shape with mean 0,2371 0.021* 
Shape with median 0.3139 0.004* 
Pearson's r Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient 
Standard 
_r I?. Error Significance 
Log shape/mean 0.29156 0.08501 0.51644 0.08446* 
Log shape/median 0.40770 0.16622 0.49299 0.01358* 
Log shape/new mean 0.30797 0.09485 0.51336 0.06765* 
Log shape/new median 0.37889 0.14356 0.49965 0.02268* 
* Considered a significant relationship. 
Table 4.9 Frequency distribution of values for cluster shape. 81 
Cluster Shape All Sites Bighorn Sites Pilgrim, Ed0p-1 
1.0-1.8 8 (22.2%) 5 (19.2%) 3 (30.0%) 
1.9-2.6 12 (33.3%) 8 (30.8%) 4 (40.0%) 
2.7-3.4 4 (11.1%) 2 ( 7.7%) 2 (20.0%) 
3.5-4.2 5 (13.9%) 4 (15.4%) 1 (10.0%) 
4.3-5.0 2 ( 5.5%) 2 ( 7.7%) 
5.1-5.8 2 ( 5.5%) 2 ( 7.7%) 
5.9-6.6 1 ( 2.8%) 1 ( 3.8%) 
6.7-7.4 
7.5-8.2 1 ( 2.8%) 1 ( 3.8%) 
8.3-9.0 1 ( 2.8%) 1 ( 3.8%) 
n 36 100.0% 26 100.0% 10 100.0% 
Frequency for the class interval 1.9 to 2.6, all sites. 
Class Range Count 
1.9-1.98 1 ( 8.3%) 
1.99-2.06 4 (33.3%) 
2.07-2.14 1 ( 8.3%) 
2.15-2.22 1 ( 8.3%) 
2.23-2.30 1 ( 8.3%) 
2.31-2.38 1 ( 8.3%) 
2.39-2.46 2 (16.7%) 
2.47-2.54 
2.55-2.62 
2.63-2.70 1 ( 8.3%) 
12 (100.0%) 
Figure 4.10 Test of x significance for mean ring area by 
cluster shape (with Yates correction for 
continuity). 
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Cluster\v 
Shape 
Small 
Ring Area 
< 20.9 m2 
Large 
Ring Area 
> 20.9 m2 
Linear 
2.25 
9 (25.0%) 12 (33.3%) 21 (58.3%) 
Non-Linear 
2.25 
12 (33.3%) 3 ( 8.3%) 15 (41.6%) 
21 (58.3%) 15 (41.6%) 36 (100.0%) 
X2 = 4.967 
X2 = 6.612 
a = 0.025 with d.f. = 1 
a = 0.010 with d.f. = 1 
Test for x2 significance for median ring area 
by cluster shape (with Yates correction for 
continuity). 
Small Large 
ClusterN. Ring Area Ring Area 
Shape \ < 20.9 m2 > 20.9 m2 
Linear 10 (27.8%) 11 (30.6%) 21 (58.4%) 
2.25 
Non-Linear 13 (36.1%) 2 ( 5.6%) 15 (41.7%) 
2.25 
23 (63.9%) 13 (36.2%) 36 (100.0%) 
X2 
: = 5.794 a = 0.020 with d.f. = 1 
X2 ! = 7.519 a = 0.007 with d.f. = 1 
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ters with a value greater than the class midpoint, 2.25, will be con­
sidered linear and those with a value below this point will be con­
sidered non-linear. The clusters can now be arranged in 2x2 contin­
gency tables and chi-square values calculated (Fig. 4.10). The sign­
ificance levels closely agree with those calculated above. 
From the statistical viewpoint, it is possible to conclude that 
there is a good relationship between ring area and the shape of the 
cluster. In the next chapter I shall look at this relationship from 
the cultural viewpoint. I will compare the observed patterns with those 
predicted by the hypothesis suggested in Chapter III. 
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V. Discussion and Conclusions 
The preceding chapter deomonstrated a positive relationship bet­
ween average ring area and the ŝ P̂ e of the cluster. The consistency 
of this relationship suggest that actual occupation units have been 
identified at these sites. This also suggest a common cultural-behav-
ioral pattern for all these clusters to the affect that large tipis are 
more likely to occur in more linear arrangements than are smaller tipis 
which will probably occur in a clustering pattern. Apparently cultural 
factors controlling tipi size (and thereby ring size) is somehow con­
trolling camp structure. There is not necessarily a causal relationship 
between tipi size and camp structure but they do appear to change to­
gether. Why should this be? In Chapter III I suggest three hypotheses 
that could be tested with data from these sites. Each hypothesis in­
cluded a prediction of the patterns that would be observed in the data. 
In this chapter the predicted patterns for each hypothesis will be com­
pared with the observed patterns. 
1) Marriage and Residence Rules 
With this hypothesis the predicted pattern is one of large rings 
grouped in linear clusters and small rings grouped in non-linear clus­
ters. This is the observed pattern and if it is real then the archae­
ological data suggests one of two conclusions. This pattern is repre­
sented at all five sites and these sites range across a large portion of 
the Northern Plains, from the Montana-Wyoming border to southern Alberta. 
In historic times this area contained several distinct tribal groups, 
and this was probably the case in prehistoric times. If each site repre­
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sents occupations by one tribal group, then the data would suggest that 
different bands within a tribe were practicing different marriage and 
residence rules. This seems an unlikely proposition. 
An alternative explanation is one of a change through time. The 
direction of change may be in either direction, sororal to non-sororal 
polygyny or vice-versa. It is possible that with the introduction of 
the horse, increased warfare and 'the-.resulting sex ratio imbalance that 
a man might be more likely to marry non-sisters than sisters. In this 
situation a man can be thought of as in a buyer's market and might be 
able to take his pick of many available women. I do not particularly i 
like this idea, but if it is true then we should expect to find non­
linear clusters of small rings and linear clusters of larger rings. 
Also, the clusters of smaller rings would date to a later time period. 
The temporal data from the five sites does not permit accurate 
dating of all the indiviudal clusters. The occupation data that is 
available is provided in Table 5.1. Figure 5.1 is a tabulation of clus­
ter occupation periods by the small-large/linear-non-linear breakdown. 
Only 29 of the 36 clusters are datable. Of these 24 (82.8%) are dated 
to Late Middle Prdiistoric and only 5 (17.2%) are Late Prehistoric per­
iod. If the suggestion above is correct then more of the small, non­
linear clusters should be Late Period while fewer of the large, linear 
clusters should be in this smae period. It is obvious from Figure 5.1 
that this is not the case. By far the majority of the clusters both 
with small rings and with large rings are dated to the Late Middle per -
iod. The temporal data does not appear to support a change in either 
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Table 5.1 Cluster occupation periods and season of occupation. 
Cluster Time Period Season Cluster Time Period Season 
Al Late Middle Spri ng/ 
Fall 
M Late Middle Spri ng/ 
Fall 
A2 Late Middle II N Late Middle II 
A3 Late Middle II 0 Late Middle II 
B1 Late Middle II P Late Middle ll 
B2 Late Middle ll Q Late Middle II 
B3 Late Middle II R Late Middle II 
CI 
C2 
C3 
01 
D2 
No Date 
No Date 
No Date 
No Date 
No Date 
II 
II 
II 
II 
ll 
S 
T 
U 
X 
Late Middle 
Late Middle 
Late Middle 
Late Middle/ 
Late Late 
Spri ng/ 
Fall 
Spri ng 
Spri ng 
Spri ng 
D3 No Date 
II 
AA Late May 
E Late Middle 
II 
BB Late September 
F Late Middle 
ll 
CC Middle August 
G Late Middle 
II 
DD Late July 
H Late Middle II EE Late May 
J 
K 
L 
Late Middle 
Late Middle 
Late Middle 
II 
ll 
Spri ng/ 
Fall 
FF 
GG 
Late 
No Date 
June/ 
August 
August 
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Figure 5.1 Cluster occupation periods by cluster shape 
and ring size. 
Late Middle Period Late Prehistoric 
Small/Li near 7 1 8 
Small/Non-
Li near 
9 3 12 
Large/Linear 7 1 8 
Large/Non-
Li near 
1 0 1 
24 (82.8%) 5 (17.2%) 29 
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direction. 
2) Introduction of the Horse 
The patterns predicted for these hypotheses are large rings grouped 
in iion-linear clusters and small rings grouped in linear clusters. This 
is opposite to the pattern found in this data. Given this fact, I can 
conclude that either one or both of these hypotheses is wrong or the 
data analysis is at fault. 
3) Seasonal Differences 
This behavioral pattern could well result in the archaeological 
pattern identified in this analysis. The data on season of occupation at 
these sites is no better than the temporal data already discussed. The 
probable occupation season is also provided in Table 5.1 and it will be 
noted that all are spring to fall occupations no matter the shape of the 
cluster or the size of the tipi rings. However, given our overall abil­
ity to identify seasons X think this analysis is inconclusive and not a 
denial of the general idea. 
There is at least one additional hypothesis that should be consid­
ered. 
4) Cultural Differences 
If camp layout and tipi size are assumed to be a reflection of 
cultural norms then it is possible that these clusters represent oc­
cupations by distinctly different cultural groups. If this is so, then 
these archaeological sites provide evidence for the presence of pre­
historic peoples of at least two cultures on the Northern Plains. The 
diagnostic material from these sites would suggest that these cultures 
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are occupying the same region of the Plains at about the same time per­
iod. Although this is not impossible it strikes the author as an unsat­
isfactory answer. In historic times tribes did overlap in the areas that 
they exploited and there was considerable movement by these people over 
the Plains. However, there seems little inclination for two different 
peoples to exploit simultaneously an area as large as that being con­
sidered here, which this explanation would seem to imply. 
It is possible that these clusters represent different cultural 
groups moving about the region in different periods, but the diagnostic 
data would not appear to support this idea. More discreet information 
on difference in material culture will be necessary to confirm the hypo­
thesis. In general this is an unsatisfactory explanation for the ob­
served pattern at these sites. 
Piscussion 
Of the four hypothesis discussed above, the last one, cultural dif­
ferences., can be discarded as unlikely at best and in general as an un­
satisfactory explanation. This leaves three alternatives. There seems 
to be a general consensus among Northern Plains archaeologists that the 
introduction of the horse into Northern Plains culture has not had the 
impact on ring size that was suggested by Kehoe and Lewis (Davis et al 
1982, Roll 1981, Finnigan 1982, Quigg 1979). Certainly we can not use 
size alone to identify pre- and post-horse rings. The horse probably 
did encourage the use of larger tipis, but the result was more likely 
a shift in the relative number of small rings and large rings within a 
given group. I am not about to suggest here the proportion of large 
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rings and small rings that should be expected in pre-horse or post-horse 
occupations. The ethnographic and archaeological data is not available 
to make such a statement. There are probably more fruitful avenues for 
current research than the question of pre-horse/post-horse ring size. 
The hypotheses concerning marriage and residence rules and season­
ality are probably the best of the four in terms of how well they fit 
the data and the implied cultural dynamics. The ethnographic literature 
suggests that wealth and family size are important factors in tipi size. 
Furthermore, seasonality and its affects on the use of tipis and tipi 
ring sites has not been adequately dealt with by archaeologists. 
More work is needed on seasonality, the role and function of tipis 
in aboriginal society, and the dating of individual rings. With this 
information the function of specific sites and occupation units within 
these sites can be identified. This in turn should allow for a better 
understanding of the cultural dynamics represented by these sites. The 
end result will be a vastly increased data base and a more complete 
picture of prehistoric lifeways on the Northern Plains. 
Conclusion 
This paper has attempted to identify probably occupation clusters 
within five tipi ring sites. While this effort has not been completely 
successful it has helped to illustrate some of the differences inherent 
in this kind of research. As an archaeological resource tipi ring sites 
are too common and too important to ignore. The current interest in 
these sites and the level or research is welcome, but there is still 
much to be done. Archaeologists are only beginning to understand the 
91 
amount of variability at these sites and the meaning and causes of that 
variability. 
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APPENDICES 
Table A.l Original tipi ring data for the Bighorn Canyon 
sites. (Adapted from Carmichael and Loendorf 
1976) 
Barry's Sign Site 24CB807 
Ring No. Di ameter Area (m2) Ring No. Di ameter Area (m2) 
1 17'0" 21.1 21 17'4" J 21.9 
2 20'8" 31.2 22 ca. 22' 35.3 
3 19'0" 26.3 23 16'0" 18.7 
4 21'5" 33.5 24 16'9" 20.5 
5 17'2" 21.5 25 13'8" 13.6 
6 No Data No Data 26 12 '0" 10.5 
7 No Data No Data 27 17'6" 22.3 
8 28'7" 59.6 28 ca. 16' 18.7 
9 23'0" 38.6 29 15'0" 16.4 
10 22'2" 35.9 30 15' 3" 17.0 
11 13'0" 12.3 31 19'0" 26.3 
12 16'5" 19.7 32 16'10" 20.7 
13 14'5" 15.2 33 17'4" 21.9 
14 11' 6" 9.6 34 19' 8" 28.2 
15 16'0" 18.7 35 13'0" 12.3 
16 16'0" 18.7 36 13'4" 13.0 
17 16'4" 19.5 37 16'0" 18.7 
18 11' 6" 9.6 38 17'1" 21.3 
19 10'0" 7.3 39 14'3" 14.8 
20 15' 0" 16.4 40 19'1" 26.6 
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Table A.l (Continued) 
Barry's Sign Site 24CB807 (Continued) 
99 
Ring No. Di ameter Area (m2) Ring No. Diameter Area (m2) 
41 10'7" 8.2 63 19'8" 28.2 
42 15'3" 17.0 64 15'6" 17.5 
43 10'4" 7.8 65 16'0" 18.7 
44 10'7" 8.2 66 17'4" 21.9 
45 7'9" 3.6 67 14'2" 14.6 
46 11'4" 9.4 68 19'0" 26.3 
47 17'7" 22.6 69 16' 0" 18.7 
48 11'3" 9.2 70 15'8" 17.9 
49 14'0" 14.3 71 15'10" 18.3 
50 16'0" 18.7 72 16'0" 18.7 
51 14'10" 16.1 73 15' 8" 17.9 
52 18'8" 25.4 74 16'0" 18.7 
53 16'3" 19.3 75 17'2" 21.5 
54 13'0" 12.3 76 10'8" 8.3 
55 16'6" 19.3 77 12'6" 11.4 
56 16'4" 19.5 78 15'0" 16.4 
57 14'0" 14.3 79 15'7" 17.7 
58 17'6" 22.3 80 13'4" 13.0 
59 10'6" 8.0 81 12' 6" 11.4 
60 17'0" 21.1 82 11'6" 9.6 
61 14'0" 14.3 83 10 '6" 8.0 
62 14'5" 15.2 84 16 '8" 20.3 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
(Continued) 
gn Site 24CB807 (Continued) 
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Diameter Area (m2) Ring No. Di ameter Area (m2) 
18'9" 25.7 107 11" 5" 9.5 
14'10" 16.1 108 14'6" 15.3 
15'4" 17.2 109 13 '0" 12.3 
16'0" 18.7 110 14'6" 15.3 
12'0" 10.5 111 12'0" 10.5 
13'5" 13.1 112 13'6" 13.2 
15'2" 16.8 113 18'5" 24.7 
9'5" 6.5 114 23'2" 39.2 
13'2" 12.6 115 18'3" 24.3 
15'1" 16.6 116 4'6" 1.5 
15'0" 16.4 117 12 '0" 10.5 
19'2" 26.8 118 9'6" 6.6 
13'2" 12.6 119 11'2" 9.1 
9'8" 6.8 120 16'9" 20.5 
13'0" 12.3 121 14'1" 14.5 
6'7" 3.2 122 17'10" 23.2 
13'0" 12.3 123 14'6" 15.3 
14'5" 15.2 124 15'0" 16.4 
ll'l" 9.0 125 5'6" 2.2 
13'6" 13.2 126 15'0" 16.4 
12'1" 10.7 127 19'6" 27.7 
11' 6" 9.6 128 21'5" 33.5 
Table A.l (Continued) 
Barry's Sign Site 24CB807 (Continued) 
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Ring No. Di ameter Area (m2) Ring No. Di ameter Area (m2) 
129 18'10" 25.9 140 15'0" 16.4 
130 10'6" 8.0 141 12'6" 11.4 
131 13' 6" 13.2 142 17'0" 21.1 
132 17'0" 21.1 143 17*0" 21.1 
133 14'6" 15.3 144 15'6" 17.5 
134 13'0" 12.3 145 16'6" 19.3 
135 17'3" 21.7 146 18'10" 25.9 
136 13" 0" 12.3 147 16'4" 19.5 
137 11'6" 9.6 148 15' 8" 17.9 
138 13'0" 12.3 149 16'6" 19.9 
139 5'6" 2.2 
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Table A.l (Continued) 
Lockhart Ring Site 24CB820 
Ring No. Di ameter Area (m2) Ring No. Di ameter Area (m2) 
1 19'8" 28.2 21 15'2" 16.8 
2 
C
O
 r-
H
 
24.5 22 14' 2 14.6 
3 22'0" 35.3 23 15'5" 17.3 
4 16'4" 19.5 24 18'9" 25.7 
5 23'10" 41.4 25 15'9" 18.1 
6 26'5" 50.9 26 16'9" 20.5 
7 
C
O
 r—
l 
C
M
 
32.9 27 15'4" 17.2 
8 19'5" 27.5 28 16'0" 18.7 
9 19'8" 28.2 29 15'0" 16.4 
10 22'5" 36.7 30 11'9" 10.1 
11 17'2" 21.5 31 15'4" 17.2 
12 16'4" 19.5 32 13'6" 13.3 
13 15'9" 18.1 33 16'6" 19.9 
14 15'10" 18.3 34 13'11" 14.1 
15 15'3" 17.0 35 14'11" 16.2 
16 14'8" 15.7 36 14'5" 15.2 
17 12'10" 12.0 37 13'7" 13.5 
18 13'6" 13.3 38 17'7" 22.6 
19 16'4" 19.5 39 14'3" 14.8 
20 15'0" 16.4 40 No Data No Data 
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Table A.l (Continued) 
Deadman Creek Tipi Ring Site 24CB904 
Ring No. Diameter Area (m2) Ring No. Diameter Area (m2) 
1 18'2" 24.1 21 26'0" 49.3 
2 18'6" 25.0 22 30'2" 66.4 
3 12'8" 11.8 23 21'4" 33.2 
4 19'4« 27.3 24 22'9" 37.8 
5 15'9" 18.1 25 16'5" 19.7 
6 17'3" 21.7 26 22'7" 37.2 
7 19' 2" 26.8 27 20'6" 30.7 
8 15'5" 17.3 28 20'1" 29.4 
9 15'0" 16.4 29 20' 8" 31.2 
10 21'2" 32.7 30 20'3" 29.9 
11 28* 6" 59.3 31 16'0" 18.7 
12 18'4" 24.5 32 20'2" 29.7 
13 19'8" 28.2 33 15'3" 17.0 
14 17'4" 21.9 34 22-9" 37.9 
15 19'3" 27.0 35 14'5" 15.2 
16 16'1" 18.9 36 16'7" 20.1 
17 19'2" 26.8 37 14-4" 15.0 
18 20'4" 30.2 38 15'4" 17.2 
19 21'8" 34.3 39 18' 0" 23.6 
20 17'4" 21.9 40 15'4" 17.2 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
(Continued) 
eek Tipi Ring Site 24CB904 
104 
Di ameter Area (m2) Ring No. Di ameter Area (ml 
15'0" 16.4 63 20'10" 31.7 
12'11" 12.2 64 22'6" 36.9 
15'9" 18.1 65 18'5" 24.7 
21'3" 32.9 66 15'8" 17.9 
12*11" 12.2 67 17'10" 23.2 
11'0" 8.8 68 ' 17'0" 21.1 
15'0" 16.4 69 16'10" 20.7 
19' 9« 28.5 70 20'7" 30.9 
11'9" 10.1 71 22' 8" 37.5 
15'0" 16.4 72 22'6" 36.9 
12'0" 10.5 73 21-11" 35.0 
13' 5" 13.1 74 20'0" 29.2 
14'11" 16.2 75 21'0" 32.2 
15'4" 17.2 76 20'4" 30.2 
20'1" 29.4 77 14'0" 14.3 
20'0" 29.2 78 14'6" 15.3 
17'11" 23.4 79 24' 3" 42.9 
20'6" 30.7 80 23'4" 39.7 
20'9" 31.4 81 17'0" 21.1 
15'8" 17.9 82 20'0" 29.2 
12'8" 25.0 83 17'6" 22.3 
22'4" 36.4 84 
| 
19'0" 26.3 
Table A.l (Continued) 
Deadman Creek Tipi Ring Site 24CB904 
105 
Ring No. Diameter Area (m2) Ring No. Di ameter Area (m2) 
85 24! 4" 43.2 90 24'611 43.8 
86 17'6" 22.3 91 19'5" 27.5 
87 14'0" 14.3 92 17'8" 22.8 
88 24'6" 43.8 93 21 "5" 33.5 
89 11 '0" 8.8 
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Table A. 2 Original tipi ring data for the Pilgrim site, 
24BW675, (Adapted from Davis et al. 1982) 
Ring 
No. 
Long 
Axis 
(cm) 
Short 
Axis 
(cm) 
Interior 
Area 
(m2) 
Ring 
No. 
Long 
Axis 
(cm) 
Short 
Axis 
(cm) 
Interior 
Area 
(n.2) 
1 615 576 27.82 31 568 517 23.06 
2 694 623 33.96 35 535 478 20.09 
3 616 572 27.67 37 488 424 16.25 
5 624 575 28.18 39 530 441 18.36 
6 476 463 17.31 41 576 540 24.43 
8 481 425 16.06 43 541 511 21.71 
9 452 383 13.60 47 475 436 16.27 
11 431 384 13.00 48 470 382 14.10 
13 587 547 25.22 49 475 410 15.30 
14 537 530 22.35 50 428 362 13.35 
18 395 374 11.59 57 396 392 12.19 
22 487 470 17.98 61 424 409 13.62 
24 350 328 9.02 63 466 415 15.19 
27 670 552 29.05 64 506 501 19.91 
29 551 494 19.47 
i 
65 570 522 23.37 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
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A.3 Original tipi ring data for EdOp-1. (Adapted 
from Finnigan 1982) 
Di ameter 
(m) Area (m2) Ring No. 
Di ameter 
(m) Area (m^) 
4.86 18.6 21 4.37 14.9 
6.77 35.9 22 5.02 19.8 
5.79 26.3 23 4.14 13.5 
6.10 29.2 24 5.85 26.9 
4.72 17.5 25 5.65 25.1 
4.98 19.5 26 6.29 31.1 
4.82 18.2 27 5.33 22.3 
3.56 9.9 28 4.43 15.4 
4.89 18.8 29 5.26 21.7 
3.24 8.2 30 5.90 27.3 
4.92 19.0 31 4.30 14.5 
3.27 8.4 32 4.98 17.2 
4.63 16.8 33 4.91 18.9 
4.91 18.9 34 4.55 16.3 
4.89 18.8 35 3.92 12.1 
4.65 16.9 36 4.56 16.3 
6.66 34.8 37 3.50 9.6 
4.87 > 18.6 38 3.49 9.6 
4.70 17.3 39 2.64 5.5 
3.20 8.0 40 3.62 10.3 
Table A.3 (Continued) 
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Ring No. 
Diameter 
(m) Area (m2) Ring No. 
Di ameter 
(m) Area (m2) 
41 4.83 18.3 47 3.94 12.2 
42 3.37 8.9 48 3.25 8.3 
43 4.06 12.9 49 4.77 17.9 
44 6.17 29.9 50 4.30 14.5 
45 4.22 13.9 51 4.78 17.9 
46 3.88 11.8 
